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Abstract In this thesis multiphoton ionization of molecular hydrogen is investigated
by using 50 fs laser pulses with 400 nm central wavelength and a Cold Target Recoil Ion
Momentum Spectrometer (COLTRIMS), known as Reaction Microscope (ReMi). It was
found that singly excited Rydberg states play a dominant role in the bound ionization
process. In order to examine the importance of these Rydberg states for the dissociative
ionization, the electron nuclear correlation and electron emission asymmetry was studied
experimentally and theoretically. The kinetic energy distribution of the ions is simulated
by numerically solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, whereas the electron
localization asymmetry is modeled with a semiclassical theory. The presented �ndings
indicate that dissociation via the H+

2 1sσg state is much less pronounced than commonly
believed. Singly-excited Rydberg states are found to play the most important role
in multiphoton bound and dissociative ionization of molecular hydrogen with 400 nm
photons.
The second part of the thesis reports about a pump-probe measurement using a pulse

shaper setup in 4f geometry. To our knowledge this is the �rst report about combining a
pulse shaper with a ReMi. The experimental data is compared to a former pump-probe
measurement that uses a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to con�rm the correct operation
of the pulse shaper.

Zusammenfassung In dieser Arbeit wird die Multiphoton-Ionisation von moleku-
larem Wassersto� unter Zuhilfenahme von 50 fs kurzen Laserpulsen mit 400 nm Zentral-
wellenlänge und einem Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spektrometer (COLTRIMS),
auch bekannt als Reaktionsmikroskop (ReMi), untersucht. Es zeigt sich, dass einfach-
angeregte Rydbergzustände eine dominante Rolle in der gebundenen Einfachionisation
von H2 spielen. Um die Bedeutung dieser Rydbergzustände für den Mechanismus
der dissoziativen Ionisation zu ergründen, wurde die Elektron-Kern-Korrelation sowie
die Emissionsasymmetrie der Elektronen experimentell und theoretisch studiert. Die
kinetische Energieverteilung der Ionen wird durch numerisches Lösen der zeitabhängi-
gen Schrödingergleichung simuliert, wohingegen die Emissionsasymmetrie der Elektro-
nen mittels einer semiklassischen Theorie modelliert wird. Die präsentierten Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass Dissoziation über den H+

2 1sσg Zustand deutlich schwächer ausgeprägt ist
als gemeinhin angenommen wird. Vielmehr spielen bei einer Wellenlänge von 400 nm
einfach angeregte Rydbergzustände in der gebundenen und dissoziierenden Ionisation
von H2 die bedeutende Rolle.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit berichtet über eine Pump-Probe Messung unter Benutzung

eines Pulsformer-Aufbaus in 4f-Geometrie. Unseres Wissen nach ist dies der erste Bericht

über die Kombination eines Pulsformers mit einem ReMi. Die experimentellen Daten

im Vergleich zu einer früheren Pump-Probe Messung mittels eines Mach-Zehnder Inter-

ferometers bestätigen den korrekten Betrieb des Pulsformers.
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1. Introduction

The invention of the laser in 1960 by Maiman [1] has revolutionized our life in nu-

merous branches such as medicine, science, communication, industry and entertainment

electronics. Since then decades were needed to go from the �rst monochromatic contin-

uous wave to short pulsed lasers. After the discovery of mode-locking in a Ti:Sa laser

by Spence et al. [2] the basis for nowadays femtosecond pulse generation was founded.

A Femtosecond (0.000,000,000,000,001 seconds) is the typical time scale for atoms and

molecules to rearrange during chemical reactions. In 1999 Ahmed H. Zewail was awarded

the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for establishing and pioneering a new scienti�c �eld that

is known as Femtochemistry. His idea is simple and astonishing at the same time: Two

short femtosecond laser pulses are used for interaction with a molecule. The �rst stronger

pump pulse triggers an inner dynamics in a molecule for example by exciting it. After

a certain time-delay the second weaker probe pulse serves as a fast snapshot camera

that records the momentary molecular state. This method allows to track the temporal

dynamics of chemical reactions in general.

Femtochemistry is not only about understanding underlying mechanisms but also con-

trolling them. Besides the famous pump-probe technique also single-pulse methods can

be used for this purpose. Carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stabilized few-cycle pulses [3]

and Two-Color Fields [4�8] are nowadays used to control the electron localization during

dissociative ionization of diatomic molecules. This is convenient since electron localiza-

tion can be understood in terms of a fairly simple semi-classical WKB-model by Palacios

et al. [9] and Fischer et al. [10]. This allows for direct comparison between experiment

and theory. In the present thesis the analysis of electron localization asymmetry in

dissociative ionization will play a major role in understanding which molecular states

contribute dominantly.

For the case of bound ionization of molecular hydrogen most theoretical models reduce

the problem to the two lowest singly-ionized states, the 1sσg and 2pσu states, because all

calculated transition dipole matrix elements to other excited states are far smaller [11].

However, there are a couple of experimental observations indicating, that for multiphoton
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1. Introduction

ionization also intermediate states are important to model the data. Schellhammer [12]

reports clear evidence for the population of singly-excited Rydberg states in multiphoton

ionization of H2 with 400 nm photons. Also Mi et al. [7] suspects, that autoionizing

Rydberg states contribute with small electron energies up to 0.5 eV. In the course of this

thesis new observations will be presented that verify and show, that Rydberg states can

not be neglected in multiphoton ionization at 400 nm. In fact, the data indicate that

Rydberg states are populated more dominantly than the 1sσg and 2pσu states.

The easiest chemical reactions that can be observed are fragmentation processes of

small molecules. H+
2 as the most fundamental molecule known to mankind has lots of

inherent symmetries. This makes it easy to describe the hydrogen molecule with theory

models that solve or approximate the quantum mechanical Schrödinger equation in one

or another way compared to other molecules. Thus, H2 is one of only few systems that

allow for comparison between experiment and accurate theoretical predictions. For this

reason the present thesis concentrates on H2 exclusively.

An ultrashort laser pulse alone is not su�cient to unravel the molecular dynamics of

photoionization processes. In addition information about the particle fragments has to

be collected in order to gain an understanding of their movements and states during the

course of the reaction. One of the �rst ion and electron imaging techniques are Product

Imaging [13] and its improved version called Velocity Map Imaging [14]. They allow to

record momentum distributions of charged particles with the help of a position-sensitive

detector, e.g. a phosphor screen. It is possible to retrieve the momentum distribution

from the collective detector image that forms, when a huge number of particles impinges

on the detector within a certain integration time. However, these methods require the

investigated ionization process to be cylindrically symmetric in space. The invention of

microchannel plate delay-line detectors and the Reaction Microscope (ReMi) imaging

technique allows to detect and reconstruct the complete three-dimensional momentum

vectors of ions and electrons after the interaction with a laser pulse in coincidence and

independent from the symmetry of the ionization process. This powerful advantage of

the ReMi ful�lls a fundamental criterion for accurate investigation of chemical reactions

- a kinematically complete measurement of all particles.

Although sophisticated techniques like bichromatic pump-probe methods already al-

low to retrieve and disentangle lots of information from the pump- and probe-steps via

background-free detection [15] the most versatile laser instrument in femtochemistry

nowadays is the so-called pulse shaper because it allows to modify the polarization and

temporal pro�le of an incoming laser pulse in an arbitrary way. This provides ultimate
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control over the laser �eld. Controlling quantum-dynamical processes with the help of

laser light is known as coherent control, which enables the selection of chemical reactions

with the help of pump-dump schemes [16, 17] or the Brumer-Shapiro technique via quan-

tum path interference using one- and three-photon absorption processes [18]. One part

of the thesis deals with the alignment and test of a Zero-Dispersion Compressor pulse

shaper setup in 4f-geometry. It was �rst experimentally realized in the ultrafast coherent

dynamics working group under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Matthias Wollenhaupt from

the University of Oldenburg and rebuilt at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik by

Stefanie Kerbstadt [19]. The combination of a pulse-shaper with a ReMi represents the

current state-of-the-art device to investigate and control atomic and molecular dynamics

because it allows full control over the laser �eld and to retrieve kinematically complete

and coincident three-dimensional momentum distributions of ions and electrons at the

same time. To our knowledge this is the �rst report of combining a pulse shaper with a

ReMi.

The thesis is organized as follows: First a theoretical background (chapter 2) about

nonlinear optics, ultrashort pulses, spectral pulse shaping and strong-�eld laser-matter

interaction in molecules provides necessary knowledge to understand the following sec-

tions. Chapter 3 & 4 give a compact overview over important physical phenomena and

technologies concerning ultrashort strong femtosecond laser pulses and their interac-

tion with atoms and molecules. Chapter 5 introduces to the experimental setups and

methods. Finally the results are presented and discussed in chapter 6. The reader is

encouraged to keep in mind that the thesis consists of two individual experiments: The

main part deals with single-pulse measurements at a central wavelength of 400 nm. The

�nal part reports about 800 nm pump-probe test measurements with a pulse-shaper that

prove its correct operation.
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2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Nonlinear optics

If a medium is placed inside a fast oscillating electric �eld, the electrons of the atoms

and molecules will be a�ected by this �eld, whereas the heavy ions remain at their

original positions. As a result of the electronic transposition there will be a gradient in

the electric charge distribution across the atoms and molecules in the medium, which

results in a measurable electrical polarization.

For weak electrical �eld strengths the polarization vector of an isotropic medium will

be proportional to the E-�eld-vector in �rst order approximation. But in the general

case of nonisotropic media in arbitrary strong electric �elds the polarization has to be

taylor-expanded. The following description of nonlinear optics is inspired by the book

�Nonlinear Optics� by Zheltikov et al. [20].

Let us assume an arbitrary electric �eld and write it as a sum of monochromatic plane

waves.

E(t) =
∑
i

Ei(ωi) exp (ikir− ωit) + c.c. .

The electric polarization can be calculated straight forward [20, p. 163] via

P(t) =

∫
χ(1)(t− t′) · E(t′)dt

+

∫∫
χ(2)(t− t1, t− t2) · E(t1)E(t2)dt1dt2

+

∫∫∫
χ(3)(t− t1, t− t2, t− t3) · E(t1)E(t2)E(t3)dt1dt2dt3 + . . . .

Here χ(n) describes the susceptibility tensor of rank n + 1. Performing the Fourier

transform on the time-dependent electric polarization and using the Fourier series of the
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2. Theoretical Background

electric �eld above yields [20, pp. 163]

P(ω) =χ(1)(ω) · E(ω) + χ(2)(ω;ωi, ωj) · E(ωi)E(ωj)

+ χ(3)(ω;ωi, ωj, ωk) · E(ωi)E(ωj)E(ωk) + . . . (2.1)

with

χ(1)(ω) =

∫
χ(1)(t) exp (iωt)dt

χ(2)(ω;ωi, ωj) = χ(2)(ω = ωi + ωj)

=

∫∫
χ(2)(t1, t2) exp [i(ωit1 + ωjt2)]dt1dt2

χ(3)(ω;ωi, ωj, ωk) = χ(3)(ω = ωi + ωj + ωk)

=

∫∫∫
χ(3)(t1, t2, t3) exp [i(ωit1 + ωjt2 + ωkt3)]dt1dt2dt3 .

The �rst order in eq. (2.1) describes the well known linear polarization.

2.1.1. Second-order nonlinearity and second-harmonic generation

The second order of the electric polarization (eq. 2.1) describes three-wave mixing

phenomena because two incident frequencies ω1 and ω2 form an outgoing frequency

component ω3 = ω1 ± ω2. This process is known as sum frequency and di�erence

frequency generation. One important application of sum frequency generation called

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) takes place, when two incident photons with same

frequencies ω1 = ω2 combine to one photon with twice the initial frequency. When

two photons recombine their energies to one photon, its energy has to double due to

energy conservation. Also the momentum of the three wave vectors has to be conserved

meaning that the wave-vector mismatch ∆k = 2k1−k3 has to vanish for maximum SHG

conversion e�ciency. The ideal case where ∆k = 0 is called phase matching. Using

the dispersion relation k(ω) = ω n(ω)
c
, where c is the speed of light, the phase-matching

condition ∆k = 0 is equivalent to matching the frequency-dependent refractive indices

n(ω) = n(2ω). In order to achieve phase matching conditions birefringent materials are

used. They have two distinct axes, the so-called ordinary and extraordinary axis. While

the refractive index along the ordinary axis is essentially independent of the incidence

angle between incoming laser beam and the optical axis of the crystal, the refractive

index along the extraordinary axis is not (�g. 2.1). There is an incidence angle at which
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2.1. Nonlinear optics

the refractive index of the SHG frequency equals the refractive index of the fundamental

component leading to the desired phase matching condition.

Figure 2.1.: Phase matching in birefringent materials. c is the optical axis of the crystal,
θ is the angle between the optical axis and the light propagation direction
and n0(ω) and ne(2ω) describe cross sections trough the refractive index
ellipsoids of the ordinary and the extraordinary axes at the fundamental
pump and second harmonic frequencies respectively. Figure taken from
Zheltikov et al. [20, p. 166].

From symmetry considerations it can be shown that even-order susceptibilities have

to vanish in centrosymmetric media [21, ch. 1.4.3]. For this reason SHG is only possible

in materials without inversion symmetries.

2.1.2. Third-order nonlinearity and optical Kerr e�ect

In case the second order polarization term in eq. (2.1) is small compared to the �rst

and third order, the refractive index of the medium receives a linear dependence on the

laser intensity

n = n0 + n2I (2.2)

where n0 =

√
1 + χ(1)2

and n2 = (2π/n0)2χ(3)(ω;ω, ω,−ω) are the linear and third-order

refractive indices. This is called the optical Kerr e�ect. For a more detailed explanation
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2. Theoretical Background

on the optical Kerr e�ect please see Introduction to Nonlinear Optics, ch. 5 by New [22]

and the chapter �Nonlinear Optics� by Zheltikov et al. [20].

The optical Kerr e�ect is the fundamental principle enabling the pulse compression

and pulse ampli�cation techniques called Self-phase modulation and Self-focusing.

Self-Phase modulation

Due to the time dependence of the refractive index (eq. (2.2)) each frequency component

aquires a time-dependent phase when travelling a distance L

Φω(t) = Φω(t = 0) +
ω

c
n2I(t)L .

Here I(t) describes the intensity envelope of the laser pulse. Since frequency is de�ned

as the partial derivative of the phase, each frequency component of the electric �eld is

shifted by ∆ω, which is proportional to the temporal derivative of the intensity.

∆ω =
ω

c
n2L

∂I(t)

∂t

In case of a typical laser pulse I(t) �rst rises in time until the pulse reaches its peak inten-

sity, and afterwards it declines again. Therefore the temporal derivative will be positive

at the beginning, zero at the peak and negative at the end of the pulse. Consequently

the top frequency components of a laser pulse are shifted to higher frequencies, while

the tail components are shifted to lower frequencies. Finally the laser pulse is spectrally

broadened. This is a prerequisite for ultrashort compressed pulses. If group velocity

dispersion is neglected, it can be shown that the pulse envelope shape is preserved when

passing the nonlinear medium (see Zheltikov et al. [20, p. 169]).

Self-focusing

For simplicity let us assume a gaussian intensity pro�le I(r) = I0 exp (−r2/a), where I0

describes the peak intensity on the optical axis of the laser beam, r the radial distance

from the optical axis and a the width of the distribution. If this intensity envelope

propagates through a Kerr medium, its refractive index will depend on the radial distance

from the optical laser axis according to eq. (2.2). Thus the refractive index will be the

largest on the optical axis and decreases with increasing r. The central part of the

beam will be focused tightest while the pulse's �anks are merely refracted at all. This

phenomenon is also known as self-focusing. By using an aperture after the Kerr-medium
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2.2. Ultrashort, intense pulses

a continuous wave (cw) buildup is prohibited, whereas a pulsed mode is enhanced as

it is not cut by the aperture (�g. 2.2). If the refraction of the Kerr lens gets too big

Figure 2.2.: Principle of Kerr-Lens Modelocking with hard aperture [23, p. 91]

the intensity inside the medium exceeds the destruction threshold leading to irreversible

damage.

2.2. Ultrashort, intense pulses

It is well known in mathematics that an arbitrary continuous periodic function can be

written as an in�nite sum of cosine and sine functions, that all have the same zero phase.

Each cosine and sine term carries a temporal frequency. The knowledge of these temporal

frequencies and their weighting factors allows the reconstruction of the original pulse in

time domain. This concept can be generalized to nonperiodic functions, which is known

as the continuous Fourier transformation. It allows for two equivalent representations

of arbitrary electromagnetic waves in time and frequency domain

E(t, r) =
1

(2π)2

∫
dωẼ(ω, r) eiωt

Ẽ(ω, r) =
1

(2π)2

∫
dtE(t, r) e−iωt .

Let us split the temporal electric �eld into its real and imaginary part E(t, r) =

Re [E(t, r)] + i Im [E(t, r)] and e−iωt = cos(ωt) − i sin(ωt). Then its Fourier transform
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2. Theoretical Background

can be rewritten as

Ẽ(ω, r) ∝
∫
dtRe [E(t, r)] cos(ωt)− i

∫
dtRe [E(t, r)] sin(ωt)+

i

∫
dt Im [E(t, r)] cos(ωt) +

∫
dt Im [E(t, r)] sin(ωt) .

For electric �elds the imaginary part vanishes and thus the last two integral terms

vanish. One can see from the two terms that Ẽ(−ω, r) = Ẽ∗(ω, r). This means that it

is su�cient to only know the Fourier transform of the positive frequency components in

order to reconstruct the original function.

It is in the nature of the Fourier transform that the original function and its Fourier

transform can never be arbitrarily well localized. If the original function has a small

width, then its Fourier transform must be broad and vice versa.

Laser pulses are characterized by periodically emerging bursts of electromagnetic ra-

diation that are temporarily well separated from each other. The electric �eld of pulsed

lasers can in general be expressed in terms of the product of a carrier envelope function

f(t) and a sinusoidal oscillation with time-dependent phase Φ(t).

E(t) = E0f(t)cos(Φ(t))

The envelope and phase functions determine the shape of the pulses. Especially the

phase Φ(t) determines the energy of the laser �eld.

2.2.1. Mode-locking

In a typical laser only those modes survive that generate a standing wave, which is only

the case if the cavity length is equal to a multiple of half the wavelength. Since the

di�erent modes propagate independently from each other, they do not have an overall

�xed phase relation. In case of a high number of modes the average output electric �eld

is essentially constant over time. But if the modes always have the same phase di�erence

to the neighboring frequency mode, then the output electric �eld is pulsed. Fig. 2.3

shows the e�ect of the modal phase relation on the temporal shape of the electric �eld

for a superposition of multiple cosine waves. The bigger the overall frequency bandwidth

the shorter and more intense the pulses will get according to the Uncertainty Principle of

Fourier Transformation. The shortest pulse that can be produced with a given frequency

bandwidth is called bandwidth- or fourier-limited.
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2.2. Ultrashort, intense pulses

Figure 2.3.: Temporal pro�le of the electric �eld E(t) for a superposition of multiple
plane waves with constant amplitude at di�erent phase relations Φ(ω).

Figure 2.4.: Schematic setup of a cavity with Kerr medium for passive mode locking

In order to switch from cw-mode to mode locking small temporal changes of the

�eld strength are required. These preliminary pulses can then be �ltered from the cw

components according to the Self-focusing e�ect like explained in sec. 2.1.2 resulting

in a stable pulsed operation mode. Fig. 2.4 shows the schematic setup and working

principle of Kerr-lens-mode-locking in the time domain. An incoming laser pulse enters
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2. Theoretical Background

the cavity where it is ampli�ed according to the Self-focusing e�ect and part of the

pulse is transmitted by the outcoupling mirror. If the cavity length is chosen to properly

match the round trip time of the pulse, then multiple pulses from adjacent round trips

can coherently add up to form even stronger pulses. The very �rst preliminary laser

pulses are initiated by temporarily kicking the end mirror of the cavity towards the

incident laser beam. This stimulates power �uctuations which generates an initial pulse.

Thereafter the pulse ampli�cation process runs on its own until the optical losses equal

the ampli�cation gain and balance is reached.

2.2.2. Generation and ampli�cation of femtosecond laser pulses

In order to optically amplify laser pulses an active gain medium is pumped by a high

power pump laser leading to population inversion. The seed beam, that is to be ampli�ed,

stimulates the coherent emission of photons by triggering transitions from excited to

relaxed states of the material (�g. 2.5b). Population inversion leads to a transition

from the ground to the excited electronic bands. Before the stimulated emission takes

place the excited bands relax to the vibronic ground state. Titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa,

Ti:Al2O3) is a sapphire (Al2O3) crystal, that is doped with titanium-ions (Ti3+), meaning

that some Al3+-ions are substituted by Ti3+-ions. Ti:Sa is a very common and favored

gain medium because it has a broad absorption bandwidth and the maximum absorption

peaks at roughly 500nm, which is ideal for pumping with frequency-doubled Nd:YAG

lasers (�g. 2.5a). Also Ti:Sa exhibits a large stimulated emission cross section causing

tremendous gain in ampli�cation.

Current mode-locked laser designs do not necessarily use hard apertures to get rid of

the cw components like explained in �g. 2.2. The Kerr medium is put into an optical

cavity and pumped with an external laser source that is tightly focused into the crystal

(�g 2.6). Since only the intense laser pulses have a big overlap with the pump laser pro�le

the pulses are ampli�ed, whereas the collimated cw-mode experiences higher losses.
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2.2. Ultrashort, intense pulses

(a) Absorption and �uorescence spectra of
Ti:Al2O3 for light that is linearly polar-
ized in the plane of incidence

(b) Schematic energy level diagram of
Ti:Al2O3.

2T2 and 2E are the ground
and excited electronic band structures
that get addressed by the 500nm light
from the Nd:YAG pump laser.

Figure 2.5.: Figures from Koechner [24, p. 89]

Figure 2.6.: Principle of Kerr-Lens Modelocking without hard aperture in a cav-
ity.1Intensity pro�les of seed laser pulses (blue), pump laser (green) and
cw (red) are shown.

1Wikimedia Commons contributors. File:Kerr-lens modelocking.svg. [Online; ac-
cessed 18-April-2018], public domain. Wikimedia Commons, the free media repos-
itory. 2016. url: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File: Kerr-
lens_modelocking.svg&oldid=227031907.
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2. Theoretical Background

2.2.3. Dispersion

In optical physics dispersion in general describes the dependence of the light propagation

on one or more wave parameters. One speci�c and very important kind of dispersion is

the chromatic dispersion. It describes the dependence of the phase velocity vp =
ω

k(ω)
on

the frequency ω where k is the wavenumber, or equivalently the frequency dependence

of the wavenumber k(ω). In a general treatment k(ω) can be taylor-expanded around a

central frequency ω0.

k(ω) = k(ω0) +
∂k(ω0)

∂ω
(ω − ω0) +

1

2

∂2k(ω0)

∂ω2
(ω − ω0)2

+
1

6

∂3k(ω0)

∂ω3
(ω − ω0)3 + . . . . (2.3)

Since the spatial phase of a monochromatic wave is proportional to the wavenumber the

above Taylor-expansion also re�ects the spatial phase. The constant and linear terms

in eq. (2.3) do not change the temporal shape of the laser pulse.
∂k(ω0)

∂ω
is called the

group velocity and describes an overall temporal delay of the pulse. The quadratic and

cubic terms
∂2k

∂ω2
and

∂3k

∂ω3
are called Group Delay Dispersion (GDD) and Third-order

Dispersion (TOD) and lead to the fact that individual frequency components are delayed

di�erently during propagation. For positive GDD k increases with increasing ω which

means that the phase velocity vp = ω
k
gets smaller. Consequently light with higher

frequencies gets transported slower than lower frequencies. This is known as normal

dispersion. In time-domain this results in an up-chirp, meaning the frequencies at the

top of the pulse will be higher than in the tail leading to longer pulse durations. This is an

undesired e�ect in the generation of ultrashort pulses that is present in most transparent

media. So the delay between red and blue components have to be reversed in the course

of the pulse generation. Therefore materials with negative GDD are used in order to

introduce anomalous dispersion analogously leading to a down-chirp or compensation of

a previous up-chirp.

In our laser setup there are two types of optical elements that are used to compensate

dispersive e�ects.

Chirped Mirrors consist of multiple dielectric layers alternating in their refractive

indices. This kind of system is known as Bragg grating. Re�ection of the incident light

happens if the Bragg-condition is ful�lled. For a given incidence angle with respect to

the surface normal of the mirror Bragg re�ection is only possible for a certain wavelength
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2.2. Ultrashort, intense pulses

called the Bragg-wavelength λdB. If the distance between the layers is changed like shown

in �g. 2.7 λdB changes with the penetration depth allowing red light to penetrate deeper

into the material than blue light. Finally the red components will be delayed with respect

to the blue components due to longer optical pathways - the laser pulse has acquired an

anomalous dispersion. Previous normal dispersion e�ects can be compensated this way

ideally resulting in bandwidth-limited pulses.

Figure 2.7.: Anomalous dispersion via Chirped Mirrors [25, p. 1063]

Prism Compressors consist of two prisms that disperse incoming light depending on

the frequency components. Short wavelengths are refracted stronger than long wave-

lengths. Although the blue wavelength travels a larger distance in air it is possible to

make the red component aquire more temporal phase by choosing a proper geometry

due to longer optical pathways inside the prisms (�g. 2.8). The mirror after the second

prism re�ects the beams exactly backwards and the light travels the same way back. Un-

fortunately prism compressors tend to introduce higher order normal dispersion. This

is why prism compressors are often used together with chirped mirrors.
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2. Theoretical Background

Figure 2.8.: Anomalous dispersion via prism compressor [25, p. 1059]. The optical path
length depends on the frequency components and leads to a relative phase
shift between the di�erent frequencies of the laser spectrum.

2.3. Spectral pulse shaping

The method of short-pulse-generation, as presented in sec. 2.2, opens up a way to control

the pulse duration. Ultimate controllability over laser light however does not just involve

the pulse duration but the complete temporal and spatial pro�le.

The basic idea of spectrally shaping the temporal pro�le of a pulse is based on the

following scheme:

1. Spatial decomposition of the di�erent frequency components inherent in the pulse

2. Application of arbitrary amplitude modulations and phase shifts to each frequency

component individually

3. Spatial recombination of all frequency components

Fig. 2.9 outlines the mathematical process of temporal phase shaping. The decomposi-

tion of a time-dependent electric �eld into its frequency components can be achieved in

terms of the Fourier transformation. The inverse transformation enables the retrieval of

the time-dependent electric �eld with modi�ed spectral amplitudes and phases.

Mathematically the modi�ed Fourier transform Ẽmod(ω,Φ+∆Φ) is generated by mul-

tiplying a modulation function of the following form M̃(ω) = |M̃ | expi∆Φ(ω) where ∆Φ(ω)

is the desired frequency-dependent phase shift that is to be introduced. The original

Fourier transform can be written in polar form as Ẽ(ω,Φ) = |Ẽ(ω,Φ)| eiΦ(ω). Thus, the
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2.3. Spectral pulse shaping

Figure 2.9.: The fundamental idea of temporal phase shaping. F and F−1 represent the
forward and inverse Fourier transformations. ω and Φ describe the frequency
and phase of the electric �eld components.

phase shifted spectral �eld reads

Ẽmod(ω,Φ + ∆Φ) = |M̃ | ei∆Φ(ω) |Ẽ(ω,Φ)| eiΦ(ω)

Depending on the properties of the modulation function M̃(ω) di�erent types of pulse

shaping are possible:

Spectral Amplitude Modulation If |M̃ | < 1, the weighting factors of the spectral

Fourier components |Ẽmod(ω,Φ + ∆Φ)| and thus also the temporal pro�le will be

changed. The case |M̃ | > 1 is not possible with nowadays available pulse shaping

techniques since individual frequency components can not be actively ampli�ed

but only attenuated.

Spectral Phase Modulation If |M̃ | = 1 the frequency spectrum remains unchanged

while the spectral phases are modi�ed. So the modi�ed electric �eld still consists

of the same frequency components with the same weighting factors but they are

delayed with respect to each other.

Polarisation Shaping If the incident electric �eld is split into two orthogonal polariza-

tion components, that can be shaped individually each with its own modulation

function M̃x(ω), M̃y(ω), it is possible to not only change the temporal pulse pro�le

but also the state of polarization, e.g. from linear to circular polarization and vice

versa.

2.3.1. Calculating the exiting spectral electric �eld with Jones

formalism

As for all nonlinear optical processes the e�ect of an optical element on the incident

electric �eld can be represented as a two-dimensional matrix, the so-called Jones matrix.
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2. Theoretical Background

The two dimensional outgoing electric �eld vector ~Eout results from

~Eout = M ~Ein with ~Ein =

(
Ein,x

Ein,y

)
,

where M is the Jones matrix of the respective optical element. The e�ect of a series

of elements is described by the product of the individual Jones matrices. For a phase

retardation of ∆Φ with the fast axis in x direction the Jones matrix is

M∆Φ(ω) =

(
1 0

0 ei∆Φ(ω)

)

The matrix of a device whose optical axis is rotated by an angle of Θ can be retrieved

via M∆Φ(ω)(Θ) = R(θ)M∆Φ(ω)R(−θ) where

R(Θ) =

(
cos(Θ) sin(Θ)

−sin(Θ) cos(Θ)

)

Let's consider a linearly polarized electric �eld oriented in x direction. The incoming

spectral components can be written as ~̃Ein(ω) =

(
Ẽin,x(ω)

0

)
. Furthermore let's assume

that our pulse-shaping device consists of two tunable phase retarders which are orthog-

onal to each other and turned by an angle of 45◦ with respect to the incident laser

polarization (see �g. 2.10). The full transformation matrix for this case reads

Figure 2.10.: Orientation of incident laser polarization in x direction and the two or-
thogonal phase retarders (red arrows) ±45◦ o� the x-axis for the presented
calculation in Jones-Formalism. The laser propagates along the z-axis.

T∆ΦA(ω),∆ΦB(ω) = R
(π

4

)
M∆ΦB(ω)R

(
−π

4

)
R
(
−π

4

)
M∆ΦA(ω)R

(π
4

)
(2.4)
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

The �nal �eld after the phase shaping device can be calculated according to:

~̃Eout = T∆ΦA(ω),∆ΦB(ω)
~̃Ein(ω)

= exp

[
i

(
∆ΦA(ω) + ∆ΦB(ω)

2

)] cos

(
∆ΦA(ω)−∆ΦB(ω)

2

)
sin

(
∆ΦB(ω)−∆ΦA(ω)

2

)
exp

(
i
π

2

)
 Ẽin,x(ω) .

(2.5)

For a detailed derivation of 2.5 from (2.4) please see Kerbstadt [19, pp. 127-128].

The setup geometry from �g. 2.10 resembles the actual experimental setup (see sec.

5.2) and therefore eq. (2.5) can be used to theoretically retrieve the modi�ed electric

�eld after the pulse shaper. Moreover it can be used to calculate the necessary phase

shifts to accomplish a desired electric �eld shape.

2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

As for all non-relativistic problems in quantum mechanics the dynamics of an atom

or molecule, that is ionized by a strong laser �eld, is governed by the time-dependent

Schrödinger equation

i~
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ|ψ(t)〉

For simplicity let us �rst consider a single-electron atom with nuclear charge number Z.

The Hamilton operator Ĥ can be written as

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂C + Ĥint ,

where T̂ , V̂C and Ĥint describe the kinetic energy operator, the Coulomb potential of

the atomic core and the laser-matter interaction operator respectively. By setting the

origin of the coordinate system to the position of the proton we get the Hamiltonian of

the unperturbed atom Ĥ0

Ĥ0 = T̂ + V̂C = − ~2

2me

∆− Ze

4πε0|r|
.
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2. Theoretical Background

The interaction Hamiltonian Ĥint in the general form is determined by the Hamiltonian

of a particle with charge q in an electromagnetic �eld, which is given by the minimally

coupled Hamiltonian Ĥq = 1
2m

(−i~∇− qA)2 + qφ, where A and φ describe the vector

and scalar potential of the electric �eld. By choosing the so-called Coulomb gauge

∇ ·A = 0 and φ = 0 the complete Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ =
1

2me

(−i~∇+ eA)2 − Ze

4πε0|r|

= − ~2

2me

∆− ie~
me

A · ∇+
e2

2me

A2 − Ze

4πε0|r|
(2.6)

In general the vector potential A(~r, t) is position and time dependent and can be ex-

panded in terms of plane waves.

A =
∑
k

εk
[
q(t)keikr + q∗(t)ke−ikr

]
For many applications, such as the atom interaction with visible light, it is justi�ed that

the wave vector k = ω
c
is so small, that kr� 1 for the region of interest. Subsequently

the spatial part of a monochromatic plane wave e−ikr ≈ 1 + k · r + · · · can be Taylor-

expanded around 0.

Changing the gauge to the so-called length gauge results in an easier but equivalent

expression for the complete Hamiltonian [26, p. 80].

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂C +Hint = − ~2

2me

∆− Ze

4πε0|r|
− erE(t) (2.7)

The aforementioned Taylor expansion of the vector potential is called dipole approxi-

mation because the interaction Hamiltonian as shown in eq. (2.7) is equivalent to the

Hamilton operator of a dipole with constituent charges e in an electric �eld. Please note

that in eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) the electric �eld is treated purely classically. It does not

involve any quantization of the laser �eld. Thus, the full Hamiltonian is semi-classical.

Despite the dipole approximation eq. (2.6) has no explicit solution in terms of an eas-

ily evaluable mathematical expression. Instead, it is necessary to solve the Schrödinger

equation with the above Hamiltonian numerically by using proper algorithms and as-

sumptions or to introduce some further approximations that simplify the problem even

further.

Relativistic e�ects start to play a role as soon as the kinetic energy of the electron is of
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

the same order than the electron's rest mass energy. A reasonable quantity to quantify

the kinetic energy of a free electron in a monochromatic laser �eld with amplitude E0 is

the so-called ponderomotive energy Up. It describes the cycle-averaged gain in kinetic

energy of the electron due to a sinusoidal laser �eld.

Up =
e2E2

0

4meω2

So, relativistic e�ects kick in as soon as

Up
mec2

= 1.33 · 10−5E
2
0

ω2
[in a.u.] & 1

In order to quantify the signi�cance of relativistic e�ects for an electron, that is bound to

a Coulomb potential, we can use the virial theorem. In our case the Coulomb potential

has the order -1 and thus the virial theorem states that the (time averaged) potential

energy of the electron is minus two times the (time averaged) kinetic energy. Since the

virial theorem is universal for quantum mechanics as well as classical mechanics, we can

therefore substitute the classical energies for the time averaged quantities. In the Bohr

atom model, this is equivalent to the equilibrium between Coulomb and centripetal force

that is required to keep the electron on the same orbit around the nucleus.

−Epot = 2Ekin

−→ Ze

4πεr2
e

=
mev

2
e

re

By using Bohr's postulate of quantized angular momentum L = mevere = n~ for classi-

cal, round electron orbits we get a simple expression for the electron's velocity

ve =
Z

n
[in a.u.]

−→ ve
c

=
Z

n
α[in a.u.]

where Z,n and α ≈ 0.0073 describe the nuclear charge, the principal quantum number

and the �ne-structure constant, respectively. So, in case of atomic hydrogen and the

lowest principal quantum number n = 1 the ratio is ve/c = α ≈ 0.73%. For this reason

relativistic e�ects are neglected throughout this thesis.
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2. Theoretical Background

2.4.1. The undisturbed molecule

As for all quantum mechanical problems the stationary Schrödinger equation has to be

solved. The Hamiltonian for a molecule with n electrons and N nuclei is

Ĥ({r}, {R}) = T̂r({r}) + T̂R({r}) + V̂({r}, {R}) . (2.8)

T̂r is the kinetic energies of the electrons, T̂R is the kinetic energies of the nuclei and

V̂ the potential energies between all charged particles.

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

Since the general Hamiltonian from eq. (2.8) is too complex to be solved analytically

approximations have to be introduced. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation starts

with a product ansatz for the total wavefunction that separates the nuclear from the

electronic motion

Ψ({r}, {R}) = Φ({r})Ψ({R}) , (2.9)

where Φ({r}) and Ψ({R}) are the decoupled electronic and nuclear wave functions, re-

spectively. Plugging eq. (2.9) into the stationary Schrödinger equation with the Hamil-

tonian from eq. (2.8) and neglecting spatial derivatives of Φ({r}) with respect to the

internuclear distances {R} (see Hertel & Schulz [27, pp. 139-143] for more details)

results in two separate equations for the nuclear and the electronic wavefunctions(
T̂r({r}) + V̂({r}, {R})

)
Φγ({r}; {R}) = Vγ({R})Φγ({r}; {R})(

T̂R({R}) + Vγ({R})
)
Ψk({R}) = EkΨk({R}) . (2.10)

Here, the indices γ, k label the di�erent eigenfunctions for the electronic and nuclear

eigenvalue problems from above. The internuclear coordinates are treated like param-

eters in the electronic motion because compared to the time scale of the electronic

motion the nuclei are frozen in space. The variation of the internuclear distance within

the electronic motion is neglected in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Thus, the

electronic eigenvalue problem yields electronic eigenenergies Vγ({R}) that depend on

the internuclear distances. These functions are called potential energy curves (in case of

diatomic molecules) or surfaces (in case of polyatomic molecules) because they describe

the e�ective potential, in which the nuclei move for a given electronic state Φγ.
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

Morse Oscillator model

In order to understand the nuclear motion, it is essential to know the potential energy

curve Vγ({R}). Fortunately, it is possible to extract this potential from spectroscopic

data by using for example the RKR method (Mantz et al. [28] and Fleming & Narahari

Rao [29]). For a detailed description of the procedure the interested reader is referred to

the original papers (Rydberg [30], Klein [31], and Rees [32]). It turns out, that most of

the bound potential energy curves of diatomic molecules can be nicely �tted to a function

with only three parameters (see e.g. [27, p. 146, �g. 7.3]) that was �rst introduced by

P.M. Morse - the so called Morse potential VM(R)

VM(R) = De

[
1− e−a(R−R0)

]
.

De is the well depth, a describes the well width and R0 is the equilibrium bond distance.

If the Morse Potential form is plugged into the nuclear Schrödinger equation (2.10)

and rotations of the molecule are neglected, it can be shown that there are analytical

solutions [33]. The vibrational eigenenergies are

Ek,vib =

[(
k +

1

2

)
− 1

2λ

(
k +

1

2

)2
]
~ω0 with λ =

√
2mD

a~
ω0 =

√
2Da2

m

For more information on e.g. the analytical expression for the eigenstate wavefunctions

please see Dahl & Springborg [33].

Molecular orbitals and term symbols

The one-electron wavefunction of atoms is well described by a set of four quantum

numbers (n, l,m,ms). According to the Pauli Principle two or more electrons in an

atom can never have the same quadruple of quantum numbers. The electronic states of

an atom are occupied based on the corresponding state energy starting from lowest to

highest values. From the analysis of the hydrogen Schrödinger equation it is clear that

the eigenenergies scale with Z2

n2 . Consequently electrons �rst occupy orbitals with low n.

Theory and experimental data on the quantum defect explain well that within a shell

with quantum number n the energy levels increase with the angular quantum number l.

Hund's second rule explains that within an nl-shell the energy is minimized for maximum

total spin S. All these �ndings found the basis of the famous Aufbau-Principle of the

periodic system of elements.
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2. Theoretical Background

The most straight-forward approach to construct molecular orbitals are linear com-

binations of atomic orbitals (LCAO). Whereas the Coulomb potential of an atom is

spherically symmetric, the potential of a diatomic molecule has cylindrical symmetry.

(n, l,m,ms) is no longer an appropriate set of quantum numbers to describe the single-

electron wavefunctions of a molecule. For further explanations for constructing and

�lling molecular orbitals the interested reader is referred to one of the many textbooks

on molecular physics, e.g. �Diatomic Molecules� by Hertel & Schulz.

The general term symbol used for molecular orbitals is 2S+1Λg,u. Here Λ = Σ,Π,∆, · · · (=
0, 1, 2, · · · ) is the projection of the total angular momentum of all electrons and S is the

total spin of all electrons. The additional subscript g, u represent the German words

gerade and ungerade and indicate the wavefunction behavior under inversion symmetry,

this means how the sign of the wavefunction changes if the spatial vector ~r → −~r is re-
versed. In the case Λ = Σ all re�ection symmetry operations with respect to all possible

planes containing the internuclear axis can be either symmetric or antisymmetric, which

is indicated as Σ+ or Σ−. Fig. 2.1 gives a simple overview over the existing quantum

numbers that are important to describe diatomic molecular orbitals.

Table 2.1.: Quantum numbers of diatomic molecules. Table taken from [34, p. 199]

For homonuclear molecules like H+
2 the notation of single-electron-orbitals is even

simpler. The term symbol reads nlλ
(∗)
g,u where n and l describe the main and angu-

lar quantum numbers of the united atomic orbitals that are linearly combined. λ =

σ, π, δ, · · · (= 0, 1, 2, · · · ) is the quantum number associated to the z-component of the

total angular momentum operator L̂z and the asterisk * indicates that the orbital is

antibonding. The subscript g, u again indicates the behavior under inversion symmetry.
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

2.4.2. The disturbed molecule

Introduction to point group theory and molecular selection rules

An easy to understand introduction of point group theory and its application in molec-

ular physics can be found in Engelke [35].

Molecular symmetry is an important tool in physics and chemistry in order to de-

rive chemical properties and spectroscopic transitions of molecules. It allows to derive

molecular orbitals and selection rules from �rst principles.

A geometrical symmetry of a molecule can always be described in terms of a symmetry

operation (identity, rotation around an axis, re�ection on a plane, inversion on a point,

improper rotation). If the symmetry operation yields a transformed molecule, that

can not be distinguished from the original one, than the molecule is said to obey the

underlying symmetry. Every symmetry operation can be written as a matrix, given

a basis set (e.g. vectors or atomic/molecular wavefunctions). The set of all inherent

symmetries of a molecule form a so-called point group. The name reveals that for all

symmetry operations of the point group there is at least one point that stays �xed in

position. The set of matrices representing the symmetry operation is called a possible

representation of the point group. There are in�nitely many matrix representations

to a point group since there are in�nitely many basis sets we can choose to setup the

matrices. A matrix representation A can be transferred to a block diagonal form via

similarity transformations of the formA′ = Q−1·A·Q, which can not be further simpli�ed.

The set of these block diagonal matrices is called an irreducible representation of the

point group. There might be several possible irreducible representations of a point

group, but since similarity transformations leave the character of a matrix unchanged

it is a good quantity to describe the transformation for each symmetry operation of the

individual irreducible representations. These character values are given in form of so-

called character tables (see �g. 2.2). The �rst column lists all irreducible representations

of the D∞h point group, which includes all homonuclear molecules like H2. The solutions

of the Schrödinger equation for a given molecular symmetry have to transform like

one of the irreducible representations. Therefore the irreducible representations are

labeled according to the corresponding molecular states. The �rst column in �g. 2.2

lists the symmetry operations of the point group. Each following column describes

how the respective irreducible representation (�rst entry of each row) transforms under

the symmetry operations of the point group. The last two columns list possible basis

functions for the individual irreducible representations, meaning that these functions
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Table 2.2.: Character table for the D∞h point group. E is the identity operation. 2CΦ
∞

are the rotation operations around the molecular axis. ∞σv describe the
re�ections on a plane which contains the molecular axis. i is the inversion
operation. 2SΦ

∞ are the improper rotations around the molecular axis. ∞C2 is
the two-fold rotation around an axis perpendicularly bisecting the molecular
axis. The red boxes indicate the rows that are important for the present
thesis. Table taken from [36, p. 301]

show the exact same behavior like their associated representations for the complete set

of point group operations.

At this point it is necessary to mention an important theorem of point group theory:

Every point group owns a fully symmetric irreducible representation meaning, that its

character table column consists of ones exclusively. In �g. 2.2 the molecular ground

state Σ+
g is the fully symmetric irreducible representation of the D∞h point group.

In order to determine allowed and forbidden spectroscopic transitions the dipole tran-

sition matrix element −E〈Ψf |z|Ψi〉 has to be evaluated, where E describes the electric

�eld strength. By taking advantage of the molecular symmetry and point group theory

it is possible to �nd out whether the dipole matrix element vanishes or not without hav-

ing to calculate the integral explicitly. If we want to evaluate for example the following

dipole matrix element −E〈Σ+
g |z|Σ+

u 〉, we �rst have to �nd the irreducible transforma-

tions that correspond to each factor. For the molecular states they can directly be found

in the character table (�g. 2.2) since the representations are named accordingly. The

z-operator transforms like Σ+
u as can be seen from the second last column of the table.

In a next step the characters of the direct product of representations Σ+
g ×Σ+

u ×Σ+
u with

respect to the point group's symmetry operations has to be calculated. The character

of the direct product of two irreducible presentations can be calculated easily when the
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

character table is available. It's calculated by multiplying the characters column-wise.

Finally we �nd Σ+
g × Σ+

u × Σ+
u = Σ+

g which is the fully symmetric irreducible repre-

sentation of the point group D∞h (see tab. 2.3). This is equivalent of stating that

the dipole matrix element does not vanish. We can repeat this method to �nd that

−E〈Σ+
g |z|Σ+

g 〉 = 0 because the direct product of the corresponding irreducible represen-

tations is not fully symmetric.

D∞h E 2CΦ
∞ ∞σv i 2SΦ

∞ ∞C2

Σ+
g 1 1 1 1 1 1

Σ+
u 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

Σ+
u × Σ+

u × Σ+
g 13 13 13 (−1)2 × 1 (−1)2 × 1 (−1)2 × 1

= Σ+
g 1 1 1 1 1 1

Σ+
g × Σ+

u × Σ+
g 13 13 13 −1× 12 −1× 12 −1× 12

= Σ+
u 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

Table 2.3.: Character table for direct products of irreducible representations of the D∞h
group.

Dipole Selection Rules in diatomic molecules

Rotations and Vibrations The transition probability between two di�erent single-

electron molecular wavefunctions is given by the absolute value squared of the following

dipole matrix element [27, pp. 167]

Dfi =

∫
Ψ∗f (r,R)DΨi(r,R)d3Rd3r with D = e

(
Z̃R−

∑
i

ri

)
erad

and Z̃ =
ZARA + ZBRB

RA +RB

,

where erad is the unit vector in direction of the radiation polarization. The nuclear

wavefunction is separated in a radial and angular component like the following

ΨγνN(R) =
<γνN(R)

R
YNMN

(Θ,Φ) .
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ν and N,NM are the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers. The above separated

Ansatz yields for the dipole transition matrix element

Dfi =

∫ <∗γ′ν′N ′(R)

R
Y ∗N ′M ′N (Θ,Φ)Φ∗γ′(r;R)D (2.11)

<γνN(R)

R
YNMN

(Θ,Φ)Φγ(r;R)d3Rd3r .

Here the quantum numbers (γ′ν ′N ′M ′
N) and (γνNMN) belong to the �nal and initial

states, respectively.

A straight-forward calculation shows that if only the rotational quantum number N

is allowed to change, only those transitions that ful�ll ∆N = ±1 and ∆MN = 0,±1

will result in a non-vanishing dipole transition matrix element. It must be noticed at

this point that purely rotational transitions can only be observed for molecules with a

permanent dipole moment.

Vibrational transition in the dipole approximation can only exist if also the rotational

quantum number changes. That's why these nuclear transitions are often also called

rovibrational transitions. Treating the molecular potential curve as harmonic oscillator

leads to vibrationally allowed transitions with ∆ν = ±1. By including anharmonicity

also ∆ν = ±2,±3, · · · transitions can take place.

Electron transitions and Franck-Condon Principle For simplicity we only consider

a change in electronic and vibrational quantum numbers γν → γ′ν ′. In eq. (2.11) the

integral over the �rst dipole term Z̃eR in d3r yields 0 because the electronic initial and

�nal wavefunctions are orthogonal. The remaining integral over the second dipole term∑
i ri reads:

Dfi =

∫
<∗γ′ν′N ′(R)Dγ→γ′<γνN(R)dR

with Dγ→γ′ = eerad

∫ ∑
i

Φ∗γ′(r;R)riΦγ(r;R)dr3

Dγ→γ′ obviously depends on R. But according to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

it is merely a parameter for the electronic wavefunction. The so-called Condon approxi-

mation [37, 34, p. 306] uses the fact that the electronic part of the dipole moment Dγ→γ′

in general varies only slowly with the internuclear distance R. Therefore the total dipole
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moment is approximated in �rst order as

Dfi = 〈Dγ→γ′〉
∫
<∗γ′ν′N ′(R)<γνN(R)dR ,

where 〈Dγ→γ′〉 describes the electronic part of the dipole moment that is averaged over

the internuclear distance. The absolute value squared of the integral ‖〈〈
∫
<∗γ′ν′N ′(R)<γνN(R)dR‖2

is called Franck-Condon factor and quanti�es the overlap of the initial and �nal nuclear

wavefunctions. Since an electronic transition in molecules happens so fast, the nuclear

motion can not adapt quickly enough. Thus, the electronic transition can only hap-

pen if the initial nuclear motion allows it. If either of the electronic or nuclear dipole

moment contributions becomes zero, a dipole transition is impossible. Fig. 2.11 shows

the Franck-Condon factors for the transition from the vibrational ground state of the

electronic H2 ground state to the di�erent vibrational states of the H+
2 1sσg curve.

Figure 2.11.: Franck-Condon factors for the transition from the vibrational ground state
of the electronic H2 ground state to the di�erent vibrational states of the
H+

2 1sσg curve as calculated by Wacks [38].

Like in the atomic case, it is possible to derive general dipole selection rules for di-

atomic molecules [34, pp. 309-310]. These are:

1. For the total angular momentum J : ∆J = 0,±1 and ∆MJ = 0,±1 but not

J = 0↔ J = 0
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2. For the total electron spin S: ∆S = 0

Beyond these there are additional selection rules that depend on the coupling strengths

between electronic orbital momentum, electronic spin momentum and nuclear angular

momentum. The so-called Hund cases distinguish the di�erent possible coupling strength

cases. The interested reader is referred to �Diatomic Molecules�, sec. 3.6.4 by Hertel &

Schulz.

Nuclear dynamics of H+
2 in a laser �eld with arbitrary time-dependence

Calculating the eigenstate of the H+
2 molecule in an arbitrary electric �eld is only pos-

sible by numerical means. As already mentioned on page 20, eq. (2.7) describes the

Hamiltonian operator of an electron in a Coulomb potential V̂C . For the H+
2 molecule

we get:

Ĥ = − ~2

2me

∆− 1

4πε0

(
1

|r + R/2|
+

1

|r−R/2|

)
− erE(t)

where R describes the internuclear distance.

Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we arrived at two separated Schrödinger

equations for the electronic and nuclear motion of the undisturbed molecule, respectively

(see (2.10)). Solving the electronic part is still di�cult because it involves the Coulomb

potential with its well-known singularity and in addition the internuclear distance serves

as an additional parameter that is to be included in the simulation as well. However, the

nuclear dynamics is rather easy to simulate because there is an easy analytical model,

the Morse oscillator, which can be used (see 2.4.1).

In order to theoretically describe the nuclear dynamics in the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation, we have to solve the time-dependent nuclear Schrödinger equation. But

since there is an interaction between the di�erent nuclear states due to the laser �eld,

that is mediated via the electrons, eq. (2.10) has to be modi�ed to(
T̂R({R}) + Vγ({R}) +Hint

)
Ψk({R}) = i~

∂

∂t
Ψk({R}) , (2.12)

where Hint describes the dipole interaction between di�erent electronic states. Let us
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

rewrite this in form of a matrix representation.

i~
∂

∂t


Ψ1(R, t)

Ψ2(R, t)
...

Ψn(R, t)

 =



− p
2

2µ
+ V1(R, t) D12 · · · D1n

D21 − p
2

2µ
+ V2(R, t) · · · D2n

...
...

. . .
...

Dn1 Dn2 · · · − p
2

2µ
+ Vn(R, t)




Ψ1(R, t)

Ψ2(R, t)
...

Ψn(R, t)


(2.13)

The o�-diagonal elements are the dipole moments Dij between the di�erent electronic

states Φi, Φj and describe their coupling to each other due to the interaction with the

electric �eld.

Dij = −e 〈Φi | rE(t) |Φj〉 = −eE(t)

∫ ∞
−∞

Φ∗i (r)rΦj(r)dr

Eq. (2.13) can be simulated to a comparatively high degree of accuracy by using a

Split-Step-Algorithm, which is explained in more detail in the methodology sec. 5.4.

Light Dressed States in Floquet picture

Since laser light can be described in terms of waves, it is periodic in time. Thus, also

the Hamiltonian of an atom or molecule in an external laser �eld is periodic. At any

time t the Hamiltonian is the same as after the laser time period T : H(t) = H(t + T ).

According to Floquet theory the following wavefunctions are solutions to the Schrödinger

equation for a periodic Hamiltonian [26, pp. 45-48]

Ψα(x, t) = e− i εαt/~ Φα(x, t) ,

Ψα(x, t) are called Floquet states. Φα(x, t) is a periodic function with period T . Plugging

this into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and performing the time derivative

yields the following Eigenvalue-Problem:

H(t)Φα(x, t) = εαΦα(x, t) (2.14)

where H(t) = H(t) − i ~∂t. Eq. (2.14) has the same structure as the stationary

Schrödinger equation. εα and Φα(x, t) are called quasi-energies and quasi-eigenfunctions.
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{Ψα(x, t)} forms a complete set of basis states in the underlying Floquet space. Thus

every wavefunction Ψ(x, t) of the Floquet space can be written as a superposition of

Floquet states:

Ψ(x, t) =
∑
α

cαΨα(x, t)

Due to the fact that Ψα(x, t) always has a strict temporal period of T = 2π
ω
, the fol-

lowing quasifunctions Ψα(x, t) ei kωt and quasienergies εα + k~ω with k = ±1,±2, · · · are
equivalent to Ψα(x, t) eiωt and εα + ~ω.

Floquet Matrix Since Φα(x, t) is periodic, we can extend it in terms of a Fourier series.

In Bra-Ket-notation we get:

|Φα〉 =
∞∑

n=−∞

|Φn
α〉 e− inωt

If there is an orthonormal basis {|k〉}, such that |Φn
α〉 =

∑∞
k=0 Φn

k,α |k〉, then the Floquet-

type Schrödinger equation (2.14) yields:

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
k=0

HΦn
k,α |k〉 e− inωt =

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
k=0

εαΦn
k,α |k〉 e− inωt (2.15)

For better legibility we introduce the notation |kn〉 := |k〉 e− inωt. Multiplying eq. (2.15)

with 〈lm| from the left and integrating over one period of the laser �eld leads to

∞∑
n=−∞

∞∑
k=0

〈〈lm |H | kn〉〉Φn
k,α = εαΦm

l,α

where 〈〈· · ·〉〉 = 1
T

∫ T
0
〈· · ·〉 dt. Using our notation |kn〉 := |k〉 e− inωt from earlier, substi-

tuting H(t) = H(t)− i ~∂t and performing the time derivative on the exponential factor

results in:

〈〈lm |H | kn〉〉 =
〈
l
∣∣H [m−n]

∣∣ k〉− n~ωδmnδlk (2.16)

with H [m−n] = 1
T

∫ T
0
dtH(t) ei(m−n)ωt. Eq. (2.16) tells us how to calculate the socalled

Floquet-matrix of the eigenvalue problem from eq. (2.14). Let's consider a sinusoidal

perturbation with H(t) = H0 + H1 sinωt. H0 is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed
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2.4. Strong �eld laser-matter interactions

system and H1 is the amplitude of the perturbation. The �nal Floquet matrix looks like

this: 

. . .

H0 − 2~ω1
1

2 i
H1 0 0 0

− 1

2 i
H1 H0 − 1~ω1

1

2 i
H1 0 0

0 − 1

2 i
H1 H0

1

2 i
H1 0

0 0 − 1

2 i
H1 H0 + 1~ω1

1

2 i
H1

0 0 0 − 1

2 i
H1 H0 + 2~ω1

. . .


Here 0,1,H0,H1 are all block matrices of same size. For computational reasons their

sizes as well as the number of Fourier terms ±1~ω,±2~ω, · · · have to be truncated to a

�nite number.

The above derivation of the Floquet matrix is based on a purely classical treatment

of the electric �eld. Shirley [39] discusses the relation to the quantized �eld theory. It

can be shown that the signed integer n = −∞, · · · ,∞ can be interpreted as number

of absorbed or emitted photons. So the quasi-energies and -eigenstates resemble the

solution to the fully coupled system of atom/molecule plus laser �eld and describe the

quantum states of this system depending on the number of absorbed/emitted photons.

Semiclassical WKB Approximation

The WKB approximation is named after Gregor Wentzel, Hendrik Anthony Kramers

and Léon Brillouin who published it independently from each other and almost sim-

ulatenously in 1926 [40�42]. To arrive at this approximation let us consider the one-

dimensional stationary Schrödinger equation in the position basis

− ~2

2m

d2

dx2
ψ(x) + V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x) . (2.17)

If the potential V (x) is constant, the plane wave A e±ip0/~x is a well-known solution.

Therefore, it is intuitive to make the Ansatz A e±i/~S(x) for a slowly varying potential
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V (x). Inserting this Ansatz into (2.17) yields

− i~
2m

d2S(x)

dx2
+

1

2m

[
dS(x)

dx

]2

+ V (x)− E = 0 .

In a next step S(x) is expanded in a power series of ~

S(x) =
∞∑
i=0

~iSi(x) .

Subsequently the Schrödinger equation now reads

− i~
2m

∞∑
i=0

~i
d2Si(x)

dx2
+

1

2m

[
∞∑
i=0

~i
dSi(x)

dx

]2

+ V (x)− E = 0 .

We can sort all the terms according to the order of ~. In the classical limit ~ → 0 all

higher order terms besides ~0 vanish and we get

1

2m

[
dS0(x)

dx

]2

+ V (x)− E = 0 ,

which has the following solution

S0(x) = ±
∫ x

x0

√
2m(E − V (x′))dx′ .

Consequently the approximated solution to the stationary Schrödinger equation (2.17)

is given by

ψ(x) = B exp

(
± i
~

∫ x

x0

√
2m(E − V (x′))dx′

)
,

where B describes the normalization factor. This explanation is a short but compre-

hensive derivation of the WKB approximation in one dimension. For a more detailed

treatment please see Nolting [43, sec. 7.4].

Electron emission asymmetry in Dissociation

Since dissociation releases a proton, a neutral hydrogen atom and a free electron, the

latter has three options during its emission: It can propagate in direction of the proton

(α < 90◦), of the neutral hydrogen atom (α > 90◦) or perpendicular (α = 90◦) to the
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molecular axis. Whether the freed electron favors a certain direction during the bond

Figure 2.12.: Electron Localization Asymmetry in dissociation of H2. Please note that
this drawing describes the situation in the molecular center of mass frame.
Figure taken and adapted from [44, p. 59]

breaking can be quanti�ed via the so-called electron emission asymmetry parameter A.

If the dissociation process is repeated N = Nα<90◦ + Nα>90◦ + Nα=90◦ times, then the

asymmetry parameter is de�ned as

A =
Nα>90◦ −Nα<90◦

Nα>90◦ +Nα<90◦
. (2.18)

In the following the physical origin of the asymmetry will be explained synoptically. I

will follow the explanation by Fischer [44, sec. 4.3.2 and 4.3.3]. For a detailed description

please also see Palacios et al. [9] who �rst published the general theoretical framework.

When molecular hydrogen gets dissociated via multiple photons of equal energy there

are several possible dissociation pathways as indicated in �g. 2.13. Here we restrict our-

selves to two pathways - the direct and one-photon-dissociation. The �nal wavefunction

of the dissociated molecule can thus be written as a linear combination of the Σg and

Σu states times the wavefunction of the freed electron that is emitted in the course of

the two di�erent pathways. In order to get the correct electron wavefunction we take

advantage of point group theory (see sec. 2.4.2). For each absorbed photon the parity

of the emitted electron changes from gerade to ungerade and vice versa. Absorption

of an odd photon number to go from the H2 ground state to the H+
2 1sσg state would

yield an ungerade electron wavefunction, whereas an even photon number absorption

would yield a gerade electron wavefunction. This follows from the strict application of

the dipole selection rule ∆l = ±1 and starting with an l = 0 electron in the H2 ground

state. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the lowest possible orbital momenta such
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Figure 2.13.: Ionization pathways drawn in the potential curves of H2. The process starts
at the vibrational ground state of the ground electronic state (green). Then
the molecule can either (i) absorb 7 photons and be transfered to the H+

2

electronic ground state 1sσg (blue) from which it classically rolls down the
potential towards in�nite internuclear distance R→∞ where the molecule
�nally dissociates (red pathway) or (ii) �rst absorb 6 photons to the H+

2

electronic ground state 1sσg and after some time absorb another photon
to the �rst excited unbound 2pσu state where it classically rolls down the
potential hill and dissociates towards R→∞ (black pathway).

that for each absorbed photon the wavefunction of the freed electron changes from σg to

σu and vice versa. Since in the direct dissociation there is always one photon absorbed

additionally, the parity of the emitted electron for the di�erent pathways always has to

be opposite. The �nal wavefunction can thus be written as:

|Ψf〉 = c1 |Σu〉 |σg〉+ c2 |Σg〉 |σu〉 or |Ψf〉 = c1 |Σu〉 |σu〉+ c2 |Σg〉 |σg〉 (2.19)

The answer to the question which of the above wavefunction has to be chosen depends

on the number of absorbed photons.

The next step is to retrieve a theoretical expression for the asymmetry parameter as

de�ned in eq. (2.18). Let Pα>90◦ and Pα<90◦ be the operators that lead to an electron

emission away from and towards the proton direction during dissociation, respectively.
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So the asymmetry parameter can also be written as

A =
〈Ψf |Pα<90◦ |Ψf〉 − 〈Ψf |Pα>90◦ |Ψf〉
〈Ψf |Pα<90◦ |Ψf〉+ 〈Ψf |Pα>90◦ |Ψf〉

(2.20)

Pα<90◦ = |n⇒〉 〈n⇒|+ |n⇔〉 〈n⇔|

Pα>90◦ = |n�〉 〈n�|+ |n�〉 〈n�|

|n⇒〉 = |p→〉 |e→〉 , |n⇔〉 = |p←〉 |e←〉

|n�〉 = |p→〉 |e←〉 , |n�〉 = |p←〉 |e→〉

n is the number of events and the upper arrow indicates the propagation direction of

the proton whereas the lower arrow shows the direction of the freed electron. In order to

evaluate the asymmetry parameter from eq. (2.20) it is necessary to change the basis set

from |p→〉 , |p←〉 , |e→〉 , |e←〉 to Σg, Σu and σg, σg (see �g. 2.14). Using all of the above

Figure 2.14.: Basis set of localized bound-electron and photoelectron states. The top
two rows visualize the bound electron wavefunction of the dissociated H+

2

while the lower two rows show the situation for the emitted free electron.
For both electrons the electron can either locate/�y to the left or the right.
The right side of this illustration describes how the localized wavefunctions
can be rewritten as linear combinations of the wavefunctions Σg, Σu and
σg, σg. Figure taken from [44, p. 65]
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equations and exploiting the orthogonality relations 〈Σi |Σj〉 = 〈σi |σj〉 = δij simpli�es

eq. (2.20) tremendously (see sec. A.2 for the derivation):

A = − 2Re[c1c
∗
2]

|c1|2 + |c2|2
(2.21)

No matter what �nal wavefunction from eq. (2.19) is chosen, the result from eq. (2.21)

will stay invariant.

Without loss of generality we rewrite the complex amplitudes c1, c2 from eq. (2.19) in

polar form

c1,2 = r1,2e
i(ϕ1,2+ξ1,2) (2.22)

Here ϕ and ξ describe the nuclear and electronic phases. The latter is considered con-

stant, whereas the nuclear phase is calculated according to the WKB approximation

ϕ1,2 =

∫ R

R0

√
2m(E − V1,2(R′))dR′ (2.23)

Inserting eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) into eq. (3.1) leads to

A = cos((ϕ1 − ϕ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ϕ

+ (ξ1 − ξ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ξ

)

Whereas ∆ϕ is numerically calculated, ∆ξ is determined from the comparison with

experimental data.Due to the parity of the cosine function the sign of ∆ϕ does not

matter for the correct simulation of the asymmetry as long as the constant o�set ∆ξ is

adequately adapted.

Fischer et al. [10] measured and analyzed the energy-dependent electron emission

asymmetry caused by the interference of the H+
2 ground and H2 doubly excited Q1-

states in the dissociation process and found excellent qualitative agreement between

experimental data and a successful semiclassical simulation like described above.
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Since the invention of sub-picosecond laser pulses 40 years ago, numerous interesting

e�ects were discovered, such as Tunneling ionization, Above-Threshold-Ionization (ATI)

and High-Harmonic Generation. The following section aims at giving a compact overview

of important physical phenomena and technologies concerning ultrashort strong fem-

tosecond laser pulses.

3.1. Tunneling ionization

Let us imagine a one-electron atom in the electric �eld of a laser pulse. The total

potential, in which the electron is moving, is given by the superposition of the nuclear

Coulomb potential and the dipole laser-matter interaction potential due to the laser

pulse. Please note that the dipole treatment is only valid if the central wavelength is

much bigger than the size of the atom. At the time of maximal amplitude the electric

�eld strength is E. Thus the total potential for a hydrogen atom is

Vtot = VC + Vint = − 1

4π0

1

x
− E · x .

As soon as Vint and VC are comparable in magnitude the total potential will be distorted

signi�cantly. The inclination is maximum at maximum electric �eld strength. At these

moments a potential hill of �nite height and width is created for the bound electron (�g.

3.1). Although the electron does not have enough energy to classically overcome this

barrier for E=0.5 au, according to the rules of quantum mechanics there is a non-zero

probability for the electron to tunnel and leave the atom. For strong electric �elds (E=1

au) the potential barrier will be lower than the binding energy of the electron allowing for

ionization. This process is called over-the-barrier-ionization and is classically allowed.
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Figure 3.1.: Tunneling ionization through an inclined Coulomb potential for di�erent
electric �eld strengths. x and V describe the radial position and the potential
energy of an electron in a hydrogen atom which is centered at x=0. See text
for more explanation.

3.2. High harmonic generation

If a nonlinear medium gets irradiated by a strong femtosecond laser pulse, new laser

frequencies equal to multiples of the original central frequency can be generated.

In the last decades High Harmonic Generation (HHG) was intensively studied in noble

gases. Fig. 3.2 shows the typical structure of noble gas photoelectron energy spectra by

Paulus et al. [45]. There is a region at intermediate harmonic orders for which the HHG

e�ciency is roughly constant and then followed by a sudden cuto�. Krause et al. [46]

�rst empirically realized, that the cuto� occurs at IP+3UP , where IP is the ionization

potential of the atom and UP the ponderomotive energy of the electron in the laser �eld.

The theoretical model that can describe HHG in monoatomic media is called Three-Step-

or Simple-Man's-Model and was mainly invented by Corkum et al. [47, 48]. Fig. 3.3

explains the idea of this model. A slowly varying strong laser �eld distorts the Coulomb

potential of a quantum mechanically treated atom such, that there is a �nite probability

of tunneling in direction of lower potential energy or ionizing over the barrier. After the
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Figure 3.2.: Photoelectron energy spectra of noble gases. Experiments, results and �g-
ures by Paulus et al. [45]

electron has left the parent core, the Coulomb potential is neglected in comparison to

the strong electric �eld, that is oscillating in time. After half a laser cycle the potential is

bent along the opposite direction making the freed electron travel back to its parent ion.

The movement of the free electron in the laser �eld is treated classically. At the location

of the parent ion the electron recombines again leading to emission of radiation. The

correct calculation yields a maximum radiation energy of ∼ 3.2UP and is in excellent

agreement with the empirical �nding by Krause et al. [46]. The spectrum of the emitted

XUV radiation is a frequency comb that peaks at multiples of the fundamental frequency.

In case of monoatomic gases only odd multiples are accessible due to symmetry reasons.

Nowadays attosecond pulses are generated by modelocking multiple adjacent higher

harmonics. Thus, HHG is a key technology in the development of ultrashort laser pulses.

In addition, HHG is able to extend the range of available laser wavelengths towards

several tens of eV. However, Higher Harmonic conversion e�ciencies are still in general
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Figure 3.3.: Three-Step-Model. Figure taken from [49]

very low compared to other attosecond generation techniques. Brabec & Krausz [50]

report about maximum harmonic conversion e�ciencies of ∼ 10−6 in Argon. This can

be a disadvantage for experiments that rely on su�ciently strong light intensities.

3.3. Multiphoton ionization

The term "multiphoton ionization" in principle means, that ionization can happen via

absorption of multiple photons. For example in the case of atomic argon in its ground

state an energy of 15.7 eV is required to remove the most weakly bound electron. If the

pulsed laser �eld has a central wavelength of 400 nm, the mean photon energy is roughly

3.1 eV. So in order to ionize Argon at least 5 photons are required.

Which kind of ionization process - Tunneling or Multiphoton Ionization - takes place

is most often characterized by the ratio of the time that would be required for tunneling

ionization τT and half a period of the laser �eld τL/2 [51]. This ratio γ is called Keldysh

parameter and is calculated via

γ =
τT
τL/2

=

√
IP

2UP
with UP =

e2E2
0

4meω2
.

IP and UP denote the ionization potential and the ponderomotive potential of an electron

in a monochromatic laser �eld with angular frequency ω. UP is the mean kinetic energy,

that a free electron aquires during one laser cycle. For γ < 1 the electron has enough

time to tunnel through the barrier and thus this domain is called the tunneling regime.

Vice versa γ > 1 indicates, that the laser oscillates too fast for tunneling and thus this

domain is called multiphoton regime. However, the concept of the Keldysh parameter
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is sometimes misleading and inconsistent as discussed by Reiss, ch. 2.6. It should never

be seen as a safe indicator for tunneling or multiphoton ionization. Instead it is better

to consult laser frequency, laser intensity and ionization potential individually.

A theoretical treatment of multiphoton transition from bound to free continuum states

in the framework of perturbation theory yields, that the leading-order contribution to

ionization with n photons is proportional to the nth power of the incident intensity [53,

p. 50]. In order to absorb several photons at a time, higher laser intensities are requires

compared to single-photon transitions. This perturbative approach breaks down as soon

as strong electric �elds lead to a strong coupling between the atom/molecule and the

laser �eld, which is known as the AC-Stark shift. In this case the atomic/molecular

states can no longer be considered as unperturbed [54, p. 397].

Resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionzation

Resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionzation (REMPI) is a two-step process. First, n

photons are simultaneously absorbed from the atom/molecule, which then undergoes a

resonant transition to an excited, bound intermediate state without ionizing. Due to

the resonance, the transition rate of this �rst step is usually signi�cantly higher then

the non-resonant case. During the lifetime of the intermediate state another m photons

are absorbed simultaneously leading to a transition to free continuum states - the target

atom/molecule is �nally ionized. In order to achieve same ionization rates an (n+m)-

REMPI process requires smaller laser intensities than a single multiphoton transition

with n+m photons, since the transition probability decreases with increasing number of

photons for a given laser intensity.

3.4. Above threshold ionization

Fig. 3.4 shows the photoelectron energy spectrum of xenon atoms, that are multiphoton-

ionized in a laser �eld. All peaks are spaced equally with the photon energy. A bound

electron, that is ionized in a strong �eld, can absorb more than the minimum required

number of photons, that is necessary for ionization to the continuum. The excess energy

above the ionization potential is given to the free electron in form of kinetic energy.

Since the photon energy is quantized, the electron energy spectrum must also show this

quantization. The energy balance reads

Ee = (n+ s)~ω − IP . (3.1)
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3. Photoionization of atoms

Here, n describes the minimum photon number required for ionization, s is the number

of excess photons and IP is the ionization potential. Let us consider weakly bound

Rydberg states. If the laser electric �eld strength is strong enough, low bound Rydberg

states will be a�ected by the laser. Since the Rydberg electrons are loosely bound to the

nuclei, they can be considered free to some extent and will start to quiver in the laser

�eld. This quivering motion takes energy from the laser �eld - on average this is given

by the ponderomotive potential UP . Consequently for ionization from a Rydberg state

to take place, it is not enough to absorb an energy equal to IP but IP + UP . One could

say, that the ionization potential has shifted to higher values and thus eq. (3.1) modi�es

to

Ee = (n+ s)~ω − (IP + UP ) .

The width of the individual ATI peaks is mainly determined by the bandwith of the

laser pulses and the ponderomotive energy of the electrons.
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3.5. Photoelectron angular distributions

Figure 3.4.: Above-Threshold-Ionization from the P3/2 state in Xenon with 100 ps pulses
and 1064 nm wavelength. The electron kinetic energy spectrum is shown.
The energy level diagram below visualizes the corresponding transitions.
Experiment, results and �gure by Freeman et al. [55]

3.5. Photoelectron angular distributions

The wavefunction of a photoelectron, that scatters from an ion, can be written as a

superposition of spherical harmonics

ψe =
∑
lm

cclme
iδlYlm(θ, φ) ,

where δl is a scattering-induced phase shift, l is the angular quantum number and m

is the projection quantum number. This is known as the partial wave expansion in

scattering theory. The quantity, that is usually measured in experiments, is the absolute
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3. Photoionization of atoms

value squared of this wavefunction which takes the form [56, pp. 400-401]

I(θ, φ) ∝ |ψe|2 =
∑
lm

∑
l′m′

c∗l′m′clme
i(δl−δl′ )Y ∗l′m′(θ, φ)Ylm(θ, φ)

=
∑
LM

BLMYLM(θ, φ) (3.2)

with |l − l′| ≤ L ≤ l + l′ and M = m+m′. θ is the angle between the laboratory frame

axis and the photoelectron emission direction. The photoelectron angular distribution

(PAD) from a one-photon ionization of an isotropic gas target is

I(θ) ∝ 1 +B2P2(cosθ) ,

where Pl describes the l-th order Legendre polynomial [57]. B2, often also written as

β, is the so-called anisotropy parameter and holds phase information about the photon

process.

According to Dill [58] eq. (3.2) is also applicable to the case of diatomic molecules,

that are �xed in the laboratory frame. In this case (θ, φ) are the angles between the

electron emission direction and the molecular axis. For reasons of symmetry L must

always be even and only L-orders up to 2lmax contribute. lmax describes the highest

orbital angular momentum of the partial waves. In case of linearly polarized laser pulses

dipole selection rules demand ∆m = 0. If initially the electron is in a ground state with

l = m = 0, then only m = 0 terms are allowed in eq. (3.2). Since Yl0(θ, φ) ∝ Pl(cos(θ)),

the spherical harmonics can be reduced to Legendre polynomials. In addition the dipole

selection rule ∆l = ±1 prohibits contributions from partial waves with l > lmax = N ,

where N describes the number of absorbed photons. The resulting angular distribution

reads

I(θ) ∝
2N∑
0

BlPl(cos(θ)) .
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4. Photoionization of molecules

The following chapter gives an overview of the current research status of photoionization

of small molecules based on the example of H2.

4.1. Two-step mechanism

When talking about the bound and dissociative ionization dynamics of molecular hy-

drogen, most theoretical concepts reduce the problem to the two lowest, singly-ionized

states 1sσg and 2pσu. In most cases this simpli�cation is justi�ed because all higher

excited ionic states require far more energy and their transition dipole matrix elements

are far smaller [11].

In case of multiphoton ionization dissociative ionization is mostly treated as a two-step

process, which we call "Two-Step Mechanism" in all further correspondence. First, the

neutral hydrogen molecule is promoted to the 1sσg curve and an electron is emitted. Only

after some time, when the vibrational wavepacket has evolved towards larger internuclear

distances, another photon absorption takes place and the 2pσu level is reached (see black

pathway in �g. 2.13). This last step can only happen via absorption of an odd number

of photons due to the rules of point group theory as introduced in sec. 2.4.2.

The idea of two independent absorption processes leads to an interesting implication:

If the �rst step of dissociative ionization is identical to bound ionization, the mea-

surement result of any quantum-mechanical observable for the bound and dissociative

pathways has to be the same. In other words: From just looking at the emitted electron

it is not possible to determine whether it was emitted during a bound or dissociative

ionization process. Mi et al. [7] measured the electron energy spectra of bound and disso-

ciative ionization. Besides a small energy region below 0.5 eV the spectra look identical

as expected according to the Two-Step Mechanism. However, there is a slight deviation

at low electron energies. Mi et al. [7] gives a possible explanation for this discrepancy

including autoionizing Rydberg states. Nevertheless experimental evidence is missing to

get further information on the exact ionization pathways.
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4. Photoionization of molecules

Figure 4.1.: Experiment, results and �gure by Mi et al. [7]. Electron energy spectrum for
bound and dissociative ionization of H2 using 25 fs linearly polarized pulses
with 800 nm central wavelength. The photofragments were imaged with a
reaction microscope.

In this thesis we will provide more experimental data and explanations to the question

of how bound and dissociative ionization di�er from each other at larger photon energies.

4.2. Charge resonance enhanced ionization

In 1995 Seideman et al. [59] calculated that the ionization rate of a molecule increases

signi�cantly at large internuclear distances. In addition Zuo & Bandrauk [60] could

theoretically show this for H+
2 molecular ions, that are aligned parallel to a linearly

polarized laser �eld (�g. 4.2). The maximum ionization yield is reached at the so called

critical distance, where the chemical bond starts to break. One year later Constant et al.

[61] observed this enhanced ionization at large internuclear distances in the ionization

of I+2 in agreement with the calculations by Seideman et al. [59].

Theoretically, the enhanced ionization can be explained in terms of electron localiza-

tion (see �g. 4.3). In the presence of a strong laser �eld the 1sσg and 2pσu states of

H+
2 superimpose to the σ+ and σ− states. These states describe electron localizations at

one or the other nuclei. When the laser �eld oscillates, the energies of the two charge
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4.2. Charge resonance enhanced ionization

Figure 4.2.: Maximum in simulated ionization rate for H+
2 at R=10au in 10

4
W/cm2,

1064-nm linearly polarized laser �eld compared to the ionization rate of
atomic hydrogen (square on the right vertical axis). Simulation performed
by and �gure taken from Zuo & Bandrauk [60].

resonance states moves accordingly up and down. For small internuclear distances the

electron can always go from the higher to the lower energetic state because the barrier

between the two nuclei is smaller than the energy levels. As the internuclear distance

increases the electron can be trapped in the higher energetic state. Mulliken was the

�rst to discuss these states and named them charge resonance states. The electron can

tunnel through the barrier and the H+
2 molecule gets ionized (�g. 4.3 (c)). It turns out

that there is a critical internuclear distance at which the neighboring nuclei leads to a

decrease in the height of the tunnel barrier, such that the ionization happens just right

above the barrier (�g. 4.3 (b)). Furthermore the higher coupling between the two states

at higher internuclear distances leads to an increased population of the σ+ state. These

two e�ects in combination cause a maximum in the ionization rate at R≈ 10au.
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4. Photoionization of molecules

Figure 4.3.: Charge Resonance Enhanced Ionization due to e�cient electron localization.
See text for explanation. Figure taken from [60]

4.3. Bond-softening and -hardening

Fig. 4.4 shows the lowest potential energy curves of the H+
2 molecular ion as black solid

and dashed lines when no external electric �eld is present. If the molecule is oriented

parallel to a strong, linearly polarized laser �eld, the electron density gets distorted and

polarized. This dipole moment increases with internuclear distance and the electron gets

pushed to one of the nuclei. Due to the interaction with the laser �eld the electronic

energy levels will no longer look the same like in the undisturbed case. A bound state

forms, which unfolds a local minimum in the potential energy curve (red line in �g. 4.4).

At su�ciently large internuclear distance the bond is weakened such that the molecule

"cannot hold any vibrational states" (Brabec [63, p. 198]) anymore and the system

prefers an unbound molecular state, in which a proton and a neutral hydrogen atom

repel each other.

This phenomenon, called Bond-Softening, can be theoretically described by using the

Floquet picture (see sec. 2.4.2 and �g. 4.4). The resulting potential energy curves in

blue and red show clearly that the dissociation barrier of the 1sσg curve is lowered,

which is called Bond-Softening. The absorption of three photons is no longer a vertical
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4.4. Asymmetric bond breaking in dissociation

transition from the ground to the excited curve, but a horizontal run on the |σu, n = 3〉
curve. In an analogue way the blue curve forms a potential well where high vibrational

states of the H+
2 ion can be trapped which is called Bond-Hardening.

Figure 4.4.: Bond-Softening (red) and -Hardening (blue) for absorption of three photons
explained via the Dressed Molecule Picture. The undressed 1sσg and 2pσu
states of the H+

2 ion are labeled |σg, n = 0〉 (black, dashed) and |σu, n = 0〉
(black, solid). The dressed states in red and blue avoid the crossing between
the |σg, n = 0〉 ground state and the |σu, n = 0〉 excited curve, that is shifted
down by three photons. Figure taken from Brabec [63, p. 198].

In 1981 Bandrauk & Sink theoretically predicted Bond-softening for the �rst time in

the dissociation of Ar+
2 .

4.4. Asymmetric bond breaking in dissociation

Asymmetric bond breaking in dissociation refers to the fact that the bound electron

can only locate on one of the two separating protons. Experiments showed, that it

is possible to control at which of the two protons this electron will probably locate

based on the electric �eld that is used. Ray et al. [4] used an 800-400 nm Two-Color

Setup to create an asymmetric �eld. By tuning the phase shift between the 400 nm

and 800 nm pulses the maximum electric �eld strength amplitude of the total pulse can

point either down- or upwards. They observed that there is no general rule which of
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4. Photoionization of molecules

the two ion emission directions (along or opposite to the electric �eld asymmetry) is

preferred in dissociation. The ion emission direction depends on the ion kinetic energy

and the underlying mechanism of dissociation in detail. Xu et al. [65] were able to

control the bond breaking in real time by utilizing a 750 nm pump-probe experiment

to investigate the time dynamics of the break-up. They found out that the electron

localization happens 15fs after initial ionization of H2 at an internuclear separation of

8a.u.

4.5. Electron-nuclear energy sharing

Like any other physical phenomena photoionization obeys energy conservation. The en-

ergy, that is released during the photoionization in form of kinetic and radiative energy,

has to be the same as the energy that is given to the system in form of photons and

energy previously stored in the molecule. How the energy is shared between the frag-

ments depends on the individual system and re�ects the dynamics of the fragmentation.

This is why resolving the energy sharing is an important step towards understanding

the molecular dynamics during and after laser interaction. In order to experimentally

con�rm energy conservation and to resolve how the energy is distributed, it is necessary

to measure the kinetic energies of all photofragments.

In bound ionization the photon energy is partially shared between the H+
2 -ion and

the emitted electron. Another part of the photon energy can be internally stored in

the nuclear motion of the H+
2 -ion in form of vibrational and rotational energy. The

nuclear states can act as an energy sink that can not be measured without destroying

the molecule. Resolving the energy sharing in the case of bound ionization is therefore

not directly possible.

When H+
2 dissociates the proton and electron can only have kinetic and no potential

energy since they do not belong to a bound system anymore. But in general the original

H+
2 might dissociate into a neutral ground state or excited hydrogen atom serving as an

energy source. In theory however, calculations show that the H+
2 molecular ion can be

well described by a two-level-system (1sσg, 2pσu) because these states are well separated

from higher ones[11].

In fact, energy conservation could be con�rmed and thoroughly explained in H2 disso-

ciation by Wu et al. [66] and Lu et al. [67]. In �g. 4.5(a) the kinetic energy sum of both

ions, also called the kinetic energy release (KER), is plotted vs. the electron energy in

a 2D histogram. This type of plot is called Joint-Energy-Spectrum (JES). One can see
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4.5. Electron-nuclear energy sharing

Figure 4.5.: Experiment, results and �gure by Wu et al. [66]. Left: Joint-Energy-
Spectrum (JES) for the dissociation channel of H2 using 52fs linearly po-
larized pulses with 390nm central wavelength, I=5.9 × 1013W/cm2. Right:
Histogram of the sum of ionic and electron kinetic energy. Photofragments
were imaged with a reaction microscope.

distinctive, diagonal lines that are separated by the photon energy of roughly 3.1eV. Fig.

4.5(b) shows a histogram of the sum energy of ion, hydrogen atom and electron. Here

the diagonal lines from �g. 4.5(a) appear as separated peaks. In order to realize why

the lines are forming, it helps to write down the energy balance of the process.

nω = EN + Ee + Ip + Up ⇔ EN + Ee = nω − (Ip + Up)

Here Ip and Up describe the ionization potential of H2 and the ponderomotive potential

respectively. It gets directly clear that the relation ship between EN and Ee is linear

with slope -1. So, the lines form due to energy conservation and thus they are called

conservation lines.

Energy conservation of course also holds for any other ionization channel. Lu et al.

[68] observed and explained the conservation lines also for double ionization (�g. 4.6).

This time there are two protons and two electrons that enter in the energy balance. Vg

describes the potential energy of the H2 ground state.

EN + Ee1 + Ee2 = nω − (Vg + Up1 + Up2)
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4. Photoionization of molecules

Figure 4.6.: Experiment, results and �gure by Lu et al. [68]. JES for the double ioniza-
tion channel of H2 using 60fs linearly polarized pulses with 395nm central
wavelength, I=1.1× 1014W/cm2. Photofragments were imaged with a reac-
tion microscope.
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5. Experimental setups and

methods

5.1. Femtolaser

Our Titan:Saphir(Ti:Sa)-lasersystem is able to produce ultrashort laser pulses. The

setup, that was used in this thesis, is based on the chirped pulse ampli�cation scheme

after Strickland & Mourou [69] (�g. 5.1). In principle short pulses are �rst stretched

in time in order to prevent any damage to the ampli�cation medium due to too high

laser intensity. This introduces a strong chirp to the laser pulses. Afterwards they are

ampli�ed by using a Kerr medium. Finally the pulses are compressed in time to get as

short and intense pulses as possible with ideally no chirp. Fig. 5.2 shows an overview of

Figure 5.1.: Schematics of chirped pulse ampli�cation [70, p. 18]. ∆T and ∆λ describe
the pulse duration and spectral width of the laser pulses at the di�erent
stages during generation.

the di�erent femtolaser modules. The oscillator module gets green light (530 nm) from
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a frequency-doubled Nd:YVO continous-wave laser. Infrared pulses (800 nm central

wavelength, 80 MHz repetition rate) are generated and stretched in time by a dispersion

control unit. The long infrared pulses are guided to the ampli�er module. Here a

high power Nd:YLF pulsed laser (530 nm, 150 ns) is used to pump the Kerr medium,

which ampli�es the incoming IR pulses. In the last stage the pulses are compressed

using chirped mirrors and prisms. Finally femtosecond pulses can be produced with a

repetition rate of 3 kHz, pulse energies of the order of 1 mJ and durations down to 25

fs.

5.1.1. Oscillator

A green continous-wave laser beam enters a cavity with a Ti:Sa-crystal as the Kerr-

medium inside. The Ti:Sa-crystal absorbs the green light and emits IR light. A trigger

appliance allows to manually reduce the cavity length by several cm within a fraction

of a second. This introduces a small power �uctuation of the continous wave, which

initializes the pulse. This initial pulse is then ampli�ed due to the Kerr lens e�ect like

explained in sec. 2.1.2. The laser pulses are guided to the dispersion control unit. Here

they pass two pairs of chirped mirrors to compensate for normal dispersion caused by all

previous optical elements. Afterwards the pulse stretcher, a strongly dispersive element,

introduces a frequency chirp and thereby elongates the pulses by a factor of 103 − 104

[70, p. 20]. At the end a back-re�ecting mirror is mounted to let the beam pass the

stretcher a second time. Thus the peak intensity is drastically reduced.

5.1.2. Ampli�er

The stretched pulses reach a second Ti:Sa-crystal in a cavity, which is pumped by a

Nd:YLF pulsed laser operating at a repetition rate of 3 kHz. After having passed the

crystal �ve times the IR pulses are sent through a Pockels cell. This fast switching

time-gated polarisation device stores pulses for several round trips allowing only every

10th-20th pulse to couple out [70, p. 23]. This leads to a �rst ampli�cation. Afterwards

the preampli�ed pulses pass the Kerr medium another four times until they are �nally

guided to the compressor unit.

5.1.3. Compressor

After successful pulse ampli�cation the pulse duration is decreased by compensating the

normal dispersion caused by the stretcher in the oscillator module and optical elements
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5.1. Femtolaser

Figure 5.2.: Overview of the femtolaser setup. See text for explanation.
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in the ampli�cation stage. For this purpose chirped mirrors and a prism compressor

are used like explained in Section 2.2.3. A detailed and comprehensive description of

Ti:Sa-femtolasers can be found in [70].

Fig. 5.3 shows the measured laser spectrum and autocorrelation trace. The FWHM

of the spectrum is roughly 50nm. In case of a gaussian pulse shape the FWHM of the

temporal pulse pro�le is given by the autocorrelation FWHM divided by a deconvolution

factor of 2
√

2 ln(2), which results in a measured pulse duration of 33fs [71, p. 993 table

2].

Figure 5.3.: Top: Wavelength spectrum of the Ti:Sa laser after the compressor. Bot-
tom: Measurement of the pulse duration with a commercial Michelson
interferometer-based autocorrelator (model "FEMTOMETER" by "spectra-
physics"). The signal was �tted assuming a gaussian pulse.

5.2. Pulse shaper - Zero-dispersion compressor in

4f-geometry

All of the fundamental steps in the process of spectral pulse shaping from p. 16 can

be realized by two optical elements: Holographic gratings and Spatial Light Modulators

(SLM). Fig. 5.4 shows the spectral pulse shaping setup that was used during this

thesis. The femtolaser pulses are guided through a holographic grating which splits up
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the light into the di�erent frequency components. In order to collimate the diverging

multicolor beam a cylindrical mirror CM1 is used. The collimated beam passes two

SLMs, where each frequency aquires an amplitude modulation and phase shift that

can be arbitrarily chosen. Finally the multicolor beam is focused again with a second

cylindrical mirror CM2 and spectrally recombined with another holographic grating

HG2. The distances between HG1 and CM1, CM1 and SLM, SLM and CM2, CM2

and HG2 equal the focusing length of the cylindrical mirrors which is f=22.5cm, so the

beam travels a distance of 4f inside the pulse shaper setup. The pulse shaper setup was

Figure 5.4.: Figure taken and adapted with kind approval from Kerbstadt [19]. The
holographic gratings HG1 and HG2 are responsible for the spectral decom-
position of the laser beam. The SLM applies the phase shifts to the di�erent
frequency components.

built in cooperation with Dr. Stefanie Kerbstadt from the Ultrafast Coherent Dynamics

working group under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Matthias Wollenhaupt from the

University of Oldenburg. For a complete and detailed description of this pulse shaper

setup, its working principle, the alignment and calibration procedure as well as possible

pulse characterization methods please see Kerbstadt [19]. In the following, the individual

components of the pulse shaper setup are brie�y explained.
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5.2.1. Volume phase holographic grating

A Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) grating (see �g. 5.5a) is usually made from a

photosensitive gelatin grating that is surrounded by fused silica plates. This gelatin

material has a sinusoidal refractive index modulation pattern that allows light to di�ract

when it passes through like in conventional re�ection gratings (see �g. 5.5c). The path

di�erence through the mth di�raction order can be calculated via

mλ = a[sin (β) + sin (α)] , (5.1)

where a describes the line spacing of the grating. Di�erent frequency components get

di�racted under di�erent outgoing angles. This allows for a spatial dispersion of the

laser's frequency spectrum.

VPH gratings are blazed gratings in Littrow con�guration, which means that they are

optimized to achieve a maximum power e�ciency in a given di�raction order for a given

central wavelength. In this case it is the �rst order. In Littrow con�guration the incident

angle between the laser beam and the surface normal of the grating equals the outgoing

angle. There is only one speci�c angle at which the power in the �rst di�raction order

is maximum. In our case this angle is 10.8◦. For the Littrow con�guration eq. (5.1)

simpli�es to

2a sin(α) = mλ .

Here, gratings with 1500 lines per mm where used. This choice was found in calculations

by Kerbstadt [19, sec. A.3] to yield an optimum resolution for the spectral bandwidth

given by our Ti:Sa laser.

5.2.2. Spatial light modulator

Fig. 5.6a shows the layout of a liquid crystal display. One display consists of 640

individual liquid crystals plus electrodes and an alignment layer. The electrodes consist

of a thin layer of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) where voltages between 0 to 4.5V (Low

Voltage) or 0 to 8V (High Voltage) can be applied independently from each other (�g.

5.6b). The liquid crystal molecules form an anisotropic medium. In case of no electric

�eld the molecules are aligned parallel to the alignment layer. As soon as the electric

�eld is switched on the molecules start to tilt towards the z-direction. The bigger the

electric �eld the smaller the angle Θ between the z-direction and the molecular axis. The
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(a) Layout of a VPH grating. A fused silica
substrate is coated with a gelatin plate.
Next the gelatin layer is exposed to a holo-
graphic interference pattern like shown in
�g. b). Afterwards the processed gelatin
material is put into multiple liquid baths
in order to obtain the desired refractive in-
dex modulation pattern. Finally a second
fused silica cover is glued to the gelatin
grating for protection.

(b) Manufacturing process of a gelatin grat-
ing. A coherent monochromatic laser is
split into two beams that get overlapped
again at a well-de�ned angle such that
a sinusoidal interference pattern forms.
The photosensitive gelatin is placed in the
crossing point of both beams in order to
imprint the desired modulation pattern.

(c) Di�raction of light on a VPH transmis-
sion grating. The incident beam hits the
grating under an angle α with respect to
the surface normal. The zeroth di�raction
order that does not experience any path
di�erence passes straight trough while the
�rst order is de�ected by an angle β with
respect to the surface normal.

Figure 5.5.: Layout, manufacturing process and beam path sketch for VPH gratings.
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(a) Layout of a liquid crystal display. Each stripe (blue) is an individual electrode. In between
the two glass plates (white) there is a liquid crystal cell (pink).

(b) Layout of a single liquid crystal cell. On top of the electrodes (interface between light and
dark blue) there is an alignment layer to de�ne the optical axis when no �eld is applied. In
between a thin layer of liquid crystals acts as a birefringent medium.

Figure 5.6.: Figures taken from the technical documentation of the used SLM [72]

liquid crystal molecules act as a birefringent material. The optical axis is identical to the

molecular axis. By changing the applied voltage and thereby Θ the e�ective refractive

index can be changed in a well-behaved manner. Thus the incident polarization and

absolute phase of an individual frequency component can be controlled.

The liquid crystal acts as a birefringent medium. The extraodinary component lies

in the plane between laser propagation direction and the optical axis. Its refractive

index ne(ω, U) depends on the angle between optical axis and the laser propagation.

The ordinary component is oriented perpendicular to the afore mentioned plane. Its
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refractive index no(ω) is independent of θ. As for all birefringent materials the e�ective

refractive index n(θ) along the extraordinary axis is

1

n(ω, θ(U))2
=

cos2(θ(U))

n0(ω)2
+

sin2(θ(U))

ne(ω)2
.

The angle θ(U) depends on the applied voltage. The acquired phase of the extraordinary

and ordinary polarization components can be calculated via the optical path length. Here

attention has to be paid to also consider the two glass plates (thickness g) around the

liquid crystal cell (thickness d).

φo =
ω

c
(n0(ω)d+ 2ng(ω)g) ,

φe =
ω

c
(n(ω, θ(U))d+ 2ng(ω)g) .

The di�erence between the ordinary and extraordinary phase is

∆φ(ω, U) = φe − φo =
ω

c
(n(ω, θ(U))− no(ω))d . (5.2)

5.2.3. Calibration of the SLM

For the calibration of the SLM it is essential to know two things: the phase function

∆φ(ω, U) (phase-voltage calibration) from eq. (5.2) and which wavelength is assigned

to which pixel of the SLM-displays (pixel-wavelength calibration). In order to measure

∆φ(ω, U), it is necessary to determine the refractive index di�erence ∆n(ω, θ(U)) =

n(ω, θ(U))− no(ω), which we can rewrite using eq. 5.2.2 to get

∆n(ω, θ(U)) = no(ω)

(
ne(ω)/no(ω)√

1 + ((ne(ω)/no(ω))2 − 1) cos2(θ(U))
− 1

)
= no(ω)f(U)

f(U) is a function that is normalized to 1 and describes the voltage dependence of the

phase di�erence ∆φ(ω, U). In order to perform the phase-voltage calibration no(ω) and

f(U) have to be determined. This procedure has been carried out and is explained in

detail by Kerbstadt [19, sec. 3.1]. In the further course of this section only a very

brief description of the calibration procedure is given. The interested reader is referred

to Kerbstadt [19]. Two polarizers are installed in front of and after the SLM. Their

polarization axes are turned ±45◦ with respect to the table normal. The transmission
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curve T (∆φ(U)) = sin2(
∆φ(U)

2
) as a function of the applied voltage is measured with the

help of a photodiode [72]. The light source is a monochromatic HeNe-laser (λ = 633nm).

To retrieve the phase function the transmission curve is inverted via

∆φ(U) = 2kπ ± arcsin
(√

T
)

with k = 0, 1, · · · . (5.3)

k and the sign of the arcsin-term is chosen based on the neighboring extreme values. The

Figure 5.7.: Phase-voltage calibration. Top: Measured transmission curve as a function
of the applied voltage for a calibration wavelength of 633nm (HeNe-laser)
for each of the two SLM displays. In the low-voltage mode within a range
of 0-4V the voltage can be tuned to 4095 equidistant values called counts in
this plot. Bottom: Final phase function as retrieved from the inversion of
the transmission curve (see eq. (5.3)). The data were taken and analyzed
by Kerbstadt [19, sec. 3.1] in Oldenburg.

phase function ∆φλcal describes the voltage dependence only at the speci�c wavelength

λcal that was used in the calibration procedure. The general phase function for arbitrary

wavelengths is given by [72, sec. 5.5.3]

∆φ(U, λ) = ∆φ(U, λcal)
λcal
λ

∆n(λ)

∆n(λcal)
with ∆n =

0.2002 · λ√
λ2 − (327, 44nm)2

For the wavelength pixel calibration two broadband polarizer plates with horizontal

alignment with respect to the laser table have to be put - one in front and after the
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SLM. The incoming laser pulse is p-polarized. At the end of the setup a spectrometer is

placed to measure the transmitted spectrum. All the display pixels of the SLM have to

be switched dark before the calibration by choosing the voltage at which the transmission

curve T (U) is minimal. Then one after another the transmission of each pixel is switched

on and the spectrum is recorded (�g. 5.8 left). Each spectrum shows a narrow peak

that accords to the transmitted wavelength. By using a peak-�nding routine the central

wavelength is determined. Here always the position of the peak maximum is used as the

central wavelength (�g. 5.8 right).

Figure 5.8.: Pixel-wavelength calibration. Left: Measured spectra for switching on the
di�erent SLM pixels. Right: Final pixel-wavelength calibration curve as
determined from the maximum values of the left plot. The data were taken
by Kerbstadt [19, sec. 3.1] in Oldenburg using a similar Ti:Sa-femtolaser as
described in 5.1

5.2.4. Pulse compression and phase-shaping Software

Since the pulse shaper can apply arbitrary frequency-dependent phase shifts, it can

also be used as a pulse compressor. To compensate for dispersive e�ects due to the

optics in the laser and phase shaper setup the Group-Delay-Dispersion and Third-Order-

Dispersion play the most important roles [19, p. 14]. In order to �nd the optimum phase

shift to compensate for the GDD and TOD a LabView-Software written by Kerbstadt

[19] is used (�g 5.9). The Software systematically sets di�erent GDD (c1) and TOD (c2)
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values, calculates the according phase function ∆φ(ω), �nds the right voltages U(pix)

that have to be applied to each pixel of both SLM displays by using the calibration

from sec. 5.2.3 and sends these to the SLM of the phase shaper. The shaped pulses are

guided to the ReMi where they ionize H2 molecules. The shorter the pulse the more

intense it is and the higher the count rate of detected ions. This count rate is transferred

from the ReMi to the software in form of a voltage that ranges between 0 and 10 Volts.

The PC reads the count rate voltage using a National Instruments BNC-2110 box. The

combination c1, c2 where the count rate is maximum is the optimum pulse compression

and is used for all measurements to ensure the shortest possible pulses.

Figure 5.9.: Working principle of the GDD-TOD optimization software. See text for
explanation.

In order to shape the compressed pulses another software allows to apply phase func-

tions to each of the two SLM displays of the following form:

∆φ(ω) = A sin(b(ω − ω0)) +
12∑
i=0

ci(ω − ω0)i

The parameters A, b, ω0, {ci} have to be entered manually. These can be set di�erently

for display A and B in general. In addition the optimum GDD- and TOD-values for pulse

compression from the previous GDD-TOD-Scan are automatically added to both dis-

plays. The software determines the right voltages per pixel based on the afore mentioned

calibration and sends them to the SLM.
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5.3. Reaction microscope

The Reaction Microscope, also known as Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spec-

troscopy (COLTRIMS), is an imaging technique that allows for the measurement of

the fragmentation of atoms and molecules. Photoionization of atoms and molecules sets

free ions and electrons that are extracted to position and time sensitive detectors by

means of electric and magnetic �elds. From the received images and time-of-�ight it is

possible to reconstruct the full 3D momentum vectors of the charged fragments. Since

the momentum vectors of ions and electrons from the same laser shot are retrieved, it

is possible to select the particles that come from the same ionization event by checking

for momentum conservation.

The general setup and principle of the apparatus is shown in 5.10. A cold supersonic

gas jet is overlapped with a laser beam in the center of the spectrometer leading to

ionization of the gas atoms. The pulsed laser beam is focused with the help of a focusing

silver mirror (f=7.5 cm). The spectrometer itself consists of multiple ring electrodes with

a spacing that is much smaller than the electrode's diameter. Neighboring electrodes are

electrically connected via same ohmic resistances. By applying a voltage across the �rst

and last electrodes the potential increases linear with the position inside the spectrometer

and therefore a homogenous electric �eld pointing parallel to the spectrometer axis is

generated. Right in front of the electron detector there is a region without electric �eld

called the drift zone. By using a pair of Helmholtz coils a homogenous magnetic �eld

parallel to the electric �eld is created. The electric �eld forces the ions and electrons,

which are initially located in the center of the spectrometer, towards the detectors at the

ends of the spectrometer. The magnetic �eld forces the electrons on a spiral trajectory

leaving the ion trajectories mostly una�ected because of their higher mass.

The complete vaccuum setup is shown in �g. 5.11. The target gas is released from a

high-pressure gas reservoir trough a tiny nozzle of several tens of µm. After passing two

skimmers the gas particles pass through four di�erential pumping stages (labeled with

numbers 3, 4, 5 and 6) before they reach the main chamber. Here the vacuum reaches

≈ 10−11 mbar and the COLTRIMS spectrometer as presented in �g. 5.10 is mounted.

To ensure optimal removal of residual gas particles, that were not ionized, the jet line

ends with a dump stage.
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Figure 5.10.: Setup of a COLTRIMS apparatus. See text for explanation.

Figure 5.11.: Scheme of the complete vacuum chamber.1See text for explanation.

5.3.1. Supersonic jet expansion

Supersonic jet expansion is a method to create a cold, di�usive atomic/molecular beam.

Due to its narrow velocity distribution with low mean value it is well suited for preparing

1Nicolas Camus. Komponenten eines Reaktionsmikorskops. Taken from an Open-House-Event Poster.
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg.
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gas atoms/molecules for spectroscopic experiments. As soon as the thermal velocity

spread gets in the order of the momenta that are transferred during ionization processes

(≈ 1au), the results cannot give any insights in the underlying ionization mechanism

anymore. For this reason a cold gas jet is essential. Fig. 5.12 shows a nozzle with a

very small ori�ce that separates a high pressure reservoir from a low pressure vacuum

chamber. If the pressure ratio is large enough the molecules will leave the ori�ce at

velocities higher than the speed of sound. While the kinetic energy increases drastically

its internal energy - or temperature - decreases at the same time. The cold expanding

gas hits the hot background gas on the vacuum site and a shock wave forms. An easy

Figure 5.12.: Structure of a cold supersonic gas jet. Figure taken from [73].

thermodynamic analysis of the expansion process assumes an ideal gas and neglects

viscous and heat conduction e�ects (Scoles et al. [74, pp. 16-18]). The �rst law of

thermodynamics is the energy equation, which reads

h+ V 2/2 = h0 ,

where h, V and h0 are the enthalpy per unit mass, the �ow velocity and the total

enthalpy per unit mass, which is constant along any streamline. In the following the

index 0 always indicates physical quantities of the gas reservoir whereas the symbols

without index describe the situation in the low pressure region. Since for ideal gases

dh = cpdT (cp: molar heat capacity at constant pressure) the velocity relates to the jet
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temperature as follows.

V 2 = 2(h0 − h) = 2

∫ T0

T

cpdT .

Under the assumption that cp is independent of the temperature we get V =
√

2cp(T0 − T ).

An ideal gas has the heat capacity cp = γ
γ−1

R
W
. Its speed of sound is a =

√
γRT/W and

γ describes the adiabatic index. With the so-called Mach-Number M = V/a one �nds

T/T0 =

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

)−1

,

V = M
√
γRT0/W

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

)−1/2

.

If the expansion happens isentropically then

(p/p0) = (T/T0)γ/(γ−1) =

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

)γ/(γ−1)

,

(ρ/ρ0) = (T/T0)1/(γ−1) =

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

)1/(γ−1)

.

It gets clear, that the temperature of the expanding gas decreases rapidly with decreasing

Mach-number and thus increasing �ow velocity. So in the zone of silence (M >> 1) the

gas jet is extremely cold. For this reason a skimmer is placed right into this zone in

order to extract the cold jet region. The Mach-number can only grow smaller than 1

if the pressure ratio p0/p exceeds a critical value ((γ + 1)/2)γ/(γ−1), which is 2.1 for all

gases.

The supersonic gas jet expansion creates a narrow velocity distribution with high

mean value along the jet propagation direction. In the directions perpendicular to the

propagation the velocity spreads with a mean value of 0 are even smaller due to the

geometrical situation in the vacuum chamber. All the collimators in the 3m long jet

line (see �g. 5.11) only allow gas molecules with very small perpendicular velocity

components to pass through to the main chamber.

For a more detailed description of supersonic jets please see Morse [75] and Scoles

et al. [74].
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5.3. Reaction microscope

Figure 5.13.: Detector stack: Two MCPs in Chevron con�guration and delay-line anode.
(a) 3d scheme of the entire detector setup. (b) Overview over the electrical
connections and voltages inside the detector. (c) Position detection princi-
ple of a delay-line. An electron impinges on an area of the wound delay-line
which creates a voltage pulse that propagates from its point of origin to-
wards the two ends of the cable. The di�erence of the two time signals
is proportional to the wire position at which the electron cloud impinged.
Figure taken and adapted from Fechner [76].
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5.3.2. Time and position sensitive detectors

The detectors consist of a grid, two Micro-channel-plates (MCPs) and a delay-line-anode

(5.13 (a)). At �rst the particle passes a grid, which shields the spectrometer's electric

�eld from the high voltages applied to the detector. For the ion detector a voltage

of 1kV is applied between the grid and the �rst MCP. Otherwise the ions would not

gain su�cient kinetic energy for detection. In the following the ion/electron hits the

�rst MCP. Between the front and the back MCP a voltage of ∼2kV is applied (5.13

(b)). Charged particles impinging on an MCP hit the tube wall due to its tilting angle.

The tube walls are covered with a semiconductor material. Thus, if the energy of the

impinging particle is su�ciently high, it will produce a cascade of electrons at the tube

wall. It propagates to the opposite wall where the cascade is ampli�ed and so on. After

multiple ampli�cation steps the produced electron cloud is released at the back of the

MCP. Combining two MCPs like shown in �gure (b) roughly squares the ampli�cation

compared to a single MCP. By rotating the MCPs around 180◦ with respect to each other

backscattering of electrons is signi�cantly reduced and thus the gain is increased. The

time of �ight is aquired by coupling out the short pulsed current signal via a capacitor.

Electrons that have been ampli�ed by the MCP stack hit the delay line anode (5.13

(c)). This device is made of two wires that are each wound to form a wire carpet. Fig.

(c) shows only one of these wires. An electron cloud arriving at a distinct position

induces a current signal that propagates to both ends of the wire. From the di�erence

of the measured times, that both signals need to get to the ends, it is possible to deduce

the exact position of origin. The two delay-line-anodes are rotated by an angle of 90◦

with respect to each other for detection of every cartesian coordinate in the 2D detection

plane. If two or more events take place at the same time how can you know which signal

belongs to which event? Since the path of two opposite time signals always equals the

wire length, also the time sum is a constant. The aquisition hardware tries out every

possible combination of time signal doubles and calculates their sum until it �nds the

combination where the sums of all double events are approximately the same. Of course

this analysis gets more complex the more events hit the detector per laser shot and there

is only a limited time after the next shot has to be analyzed. This allows us to detect

at maximum 3 events per shot.
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5.3.3. Data acquisition and momentum reconstruction

Overall each detector delivers a ToF-signal and four delay-line timing signals (two for

each of the spatial coordinates x,y). These signals as well as a trigger pulse from the

femtosecond laser is acquired with a fADC-unit by Roentdek that contains two analog-

to-digital converters (ADCs) to sample the timing signals [77].

For simplicity we choose a cylindrical coordinate system to describe the 3-d momentum

vectors. The longitudinal and transversal components p‖, p⊥ describe the momenta

along the spectrometer axis and perpendicular to it. φ is the angle between the laser

propagation and the transversal momentum component of the emitted particle (�g.

5.14).

Figure 5.14.: Coordinate system used for momentum reconstruction

The trajectories of the charged particles are essentially given by the Lorentz force:

ṗ = FL = FE + FB = qE + qv ×B

The homogeneous electric �eld forces the charged particles on a parabola towards the

detector and the homogeneous magnetic �eld causes a circular motion in the x-y-plane

(�g. 5.10).

Longitundinal component

For the longitudinal component the magnetic �eld is irrelevant since the longitudinal

velocity is always perpendicular to the magnetic �eld and thus FB,⊥ = v⊥ × B = 0.
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Using Newton's second law of motion leads to:

x‖ =
1

2

q

m
Et2 +

p0,‖

m
t+ x0,‖

⇒ p0,‖ = m
x‖ − x0,‖

t
− 1

2
qEt (5.4)

and

t =


m

p0,‖

(
x‖ − x0,‖

)
ifE = 0√(

p0,‖

qE

)2

+
2m

qE

(
x‖ − x0,‖

)
−
p0,‖

qE
if E 6= 0

(5.5)

where t is the time of �ight that the particle needs to cover a distance x‖. As can be

seen from the above equation, the time of �ight of particles with zero initial longitudinal

momentum depends exclusively on the charge to mass ratio. Therefore the time of �ight

peaks of di�erent ion species with same charge to mass ratios will be superimposed.

In case of ions there is no drift region. Eq. (5.4) can be directly used to reconstruct

the longitudinal momentum

pi,0,‖ = mi
ai
ti
− 1

2
qEti ,

with ai and ti describing the acceleration length and the time of �ight of the ion.

In case of electrons there is a drift region that has to be taken into account in the

reconstruction. The total time of �ight is the sum of both times in the acceleration and

drift region. Eq. (5.5) can be used to calculate each time of �ight

te = te,d + te,a

=
me

eEte,a + pe,0,‖
d+ te,a with te,a =

√(pe,0,‖
eE

)2

+
2me

eE
a−

pe,0,‖
eE

. (5.6)

It can be shown (see appendix sec. A.1) that the above equation is equivalent to

te = m

 2a√
p2
e,0,‖ + 2meU + pe,0,‖

+
d√

p2
e,0,‖ + 2meU

 , (5.7)

where U is the extraction voltage that is applied across the acceleration region. Since

there is no analytic solution, the equation above is solved numerically using Newton's

method.
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Figure 5.15.: Measured ion ToF tmeasi . The H+ signal is made up of four peaks. The
two outer ones can be attributed to interprotonic repulsion (Coulomb ex-
plosion) in double ionization of H2, which leads to high ion momenta.

Fig. 5.15 and 5.16 show how the data is calibrated to get the correct parameters for

the reconstruction of the ion and electron longitudinal momenta. First the measured ion

ToF is adjusted. Since the electronics of the acquisition hardware introduces a certain

time delay t0,i the measured ToF relates to the real ToF like tmeasi = ti + t0,i where

ti = ai
√

2
Ui

√
mi
qi

describes the real ion ToF. From the construction geometry of the

spectrometer ai = 30 cm is given. By �tting a function tmeasi = A
√

mi
qi

+ t0,i to at least

three well-known ToF-Peaks it is possible to determine a �rst guess for the acceleration

voltage parameter Ui and the time delay o�set t0,i. In the case of H2 the three ToF-

Peaks are H+, H+
2 and H20. The latter comes from ionization of water molecules from

the background gas. Since the H+-Peak is extremely broad with an expansive structure

the lowest valley ToF-point was taken. The electron acceleration voltage is calculated

via Ue = ae
ai
Ui where ae = 10 cm is well-known.

In a next step the Ui-value and the time delay o�set for the electron ToF is corrected

slightly until the PePiCo-plot for H+
2 and one electron satis�es the important momentum

constraint pi,0,‖+pe,0,‖ = 0 as good as possible. The Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM)

of the conservation line in �g. 5.16b gives a measure for the resolution of the coincidence

precision.
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(a) PePiCo-plot using the parameters from the ion ToF �t like
explained in the text.

(b) PePiCo-plot after slight correction of the ion acceleration volt-
age and electron time delay o�set parameters.

Figure 5.16.: Calibration procedure for the longitudinal momentum components. The
goal is to �nd the right reconstruction parameters, such that the ion and
electron momentum distributions are centered around zero and momentum
conservation is ful�lled as good as possible. For reasons of better visual-
ization the one dimensional projection plots show the original distribution
in blue. The orange curve is blue one mirrored around zero.
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Transversal component

In order to calculate the transversal momentum component the time of �ight and the

two position coordinates are necessary. Fig. 5.17 helps to understand the geometrical

relations. ω = qB
m

is the cyclotron frequency, r is the distance of the detection spot to

the center of the detector and R is the radius of the cyclotron motion. R is proportional

Figure 5.17.: Circular trajectory of a charged particle in the ReMi in the x-y-plane per-
pendicular to spectrometer axis [78, p. 1476]. The particle starts in point
A and is emitted under the angle ϕ. It hits the detector at point B under
the angle ϑ.

to the initial transversal momentum. From �g. 5.17 one can �nd

R =
v0,⊥

ω

=
p0,⊥

qB

=
r

2| sin(ωt/2)|
(5.8)

For the initial emission angle ϕ the following relation holds:

ϕ = ϑ− (
ωt

2
modπ)
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If the particle takes more than one full turn, then the angle of revolution has to be

mapped back to the (−π,π)-interval.

Since the magnetic �eld is not perfectly homogeneous the electron positions are slightly

corrected. Fig. 5.18 shows plots of the X-/Y-coordinates vs. the electron ToF. the redish

blops are the nodes of the magnetic cyclotron motion and appear after the electron has

completed one or multiple full cyclotron turns and returns to its origin. Ideally these

nodes should come to rest exactly at x=0 and y=0. Since this is not the case a square

function is added to each electron coordinate individually:

xcorr = xmeas + axt
2
el + bxtel + cx

ycorr = ymeas + ayt
2
el + bytel + cy

The function coe�cients ax,y, bx,y, cx,y can be found by �tting the above square functions

to the measured node points.

Figure 5.18.: In order to account for inhomogeneities in the magnetic �eld, the measured
electron coordinates are corrected by adding a ToF-dependent square func-
tion as described in the text.

For a more detailed description of COLTRIMS please see [78, 79].
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5.3.4. Momentum coincident events

The big advantage of the ReMi is the fact, that the information of the full 3d momentum

vectors of all charged particles can be used to determine to which channel an event

belongs.

Bound ionization

Bound Ionization means that the H2 molecule breaks up in an H+
2 cation and a free

electron.

Figure 5.19.: Momentum sum for H+
2 ion and electron from bound ionization. All events

around zero (±0.025au tolerance) are believed to be bound ionization
events.

The resolution of the longitudinal momentum component is given as the FWHM of

the momentum sum distribution in �g. 5.19, which is ∆p‖ = 2
√

ln(2)σ = 0.012au

for a Gaussian �t. This number quanti�es the precision of the measured longitudinal

momenta. Let's compare this number to the momentum of a photon with energy E = pc.

Then it gets clear that the momenta of the absorbed photons are insigni�cant up until

photon energies of 1.6au=43.5eV. This is beyond the photon energies that get absorbed

in the experiments of this thesis. For this reason the photon momenta can be neglected
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when checking for momentum conservation between the ionization fragments.

The same calculation for the x- and y-momentum-components delivers ∆px = 0.017au

and ∆py = 0.342au. The y-component is far more unprecise because it's the direction

of the gas jet and in this direction the gas target has a broader velocity distribution (see

sec. 5.3.1 for explanation).

Double ionization

Double Ionization (H2 → 2H+ + 2e−) involves four charged particles. The coincidence

involves all four particles and the resolution on the momentum sums are ∆p‖ = 0.03au,

∆px = 0.68au and ∆py = 0.71au.

Dissociative ionization

Figure 5.20.: Longitudinal momenta of �rst and second H+ ion plotted as a 2d-histogram
including the projections on each axis. The ion momenta of the red en-
circled events sum up to 0. These events are caused by two protons that
repell each other after both electrons have been removed from the molecule.
The electron momenta are rather small compared to the resulting ion mo-
menta. That's why momentum conservation can be observed also without
including the electrons.
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Events that involve neutral fragments can not be assigned unequivocally to the correct

ionization channel. In case of dissociative ionization (H2 → H + H+ + e−) additional

information on the physical process have to be included to �nd out whether a molecule

has undergone dissociation or not. The �rst necessary condition is, that only one proton

and one electron are detected per laser shot. Furthermore only the two inner peaks of the

H+-ToF-signal hold the dissociation events (5.15 and 5.20). The two outer peaks are due

to interprotonic repulsion that happens at comparatively small internuclear distances in

double ionization, when both electrons are removed and only the two protons are left

next to each other. This process is also known as Coulomb explosion.

5.4. Nuclear dynamics simulation

The task is to solve the nuclear Schrödinger equation as presented in eq. (2.12) by using

the matrix representation in the basis of the stationary H+
2 states (see eq. (2.13)). The

time evolution of a quantum mechanical system is given by

|Ψ(x, t+ t0)〉 = exp (−iHt/~) |Ψ(x, t0)〉

The time evolution operator exp (−iHt/~) can be de�ned via the power series of the ex-

ponential function. IfX, Y are two steady linear operators, the Baker�Campbell�Hausdor�

(BCH) formula states:

eXeY = eZ

with Z = X + Y +
1

2
[X, Y ] +

1

12
([X, [X, Y ]] + [Y, [Y,X]]) +

1

24
[Y, [X[X, Y ]]] + . . .

A recursive application of the above BCH relation leads to the so-called Zassenhaus

formula:

e(X+Y ) = eXeY e−1/2[X,Y ]e−1/6(2[y,[X,Y ]]+[X,[X,Y ]]) · · ·

Let's investigate the following expressions using this Zassenhaus formula. We introduce

the abbreviations X = −iV∆t/~ and Y = −iT∆t/~ where the operators T and V
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describe the kinetic energy and interaction potential of the system..

eY/2+X+Y/2 =eY/2eX+Y/2e−
1
2

[Y/2,X]eO(∆t3)

≈eY/2eXeY/2e−
1
2

[X,Y/2]eO(∆t3)e−
1
2

[Y/2,X]

≈eY/2eXeY/2e−
1
2

([X,Y/2]+[Y/2,X])+O(∆t4)

Using the BCH formula at last leads to

eY/2+X+Y/2 ≈eY/2eXeY/2

So the symmetric splitting eY/2eXeY/2 is accurate to third order O(t3) in time. An analog

calculation for eXeY shows, that it is only second order O(t2) accurate.

The above equations states, that applying �rst the operator e−iT∆t/(2~), then e−iV∆t/~

and �nally again e−iT∆t/(2~) is a good approximation to the time evolution operator

exp (−iHt/~). This operator series however is only computationally e�cient to perform

if e−iT∆t/(2~) and e−iV∆t/~ are always applied to a state whose matrix representation has

a diagonal form. As a reminder eq. (2.13) reads

i~
∂

∂t


Ψ1(R, t)

Ψ2(R, t)
...

Ψn(R, t)

 = (T + V +Hint)


Ψ1(R, t)

Ψ2(R, t)
...

Ψn(R, t)

 (5.9)

with

T = − p
2

2µ
1, V = diag(V1, V2, · · · ), D =


0 D12 · · · D1n

D21 0 · · · D2n

...
...

. . .
...

Dn1 Dn2 · · · 0

 ,

Since Hint is not diagonal a unitary transformation U has to be applied

T + V +Hint = T + U † U(V +Hint)U
†︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vint

U ,

such that Vint is of the form Vint = diag(Vint,1, Vint,2, · · · ) in the basis of the position space
states |x〉 and its vector representation is Ψ(R, t) = (Ψ1(R, t), Ψ2(R, t), · · · , Ψn(R, t)).

Ψ(R, t) is not an eigenvector of T but the Fourier-transformed vector representation
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Ψ̃(p, t) = F (Ψ(R, t)) in the basis of momentum space |p〉 is.
Here is an overview over the complete algorithm scheme to propagate the wavefunction

over a timestep ∆t as it is implemented:

1. Setup the initial wavefunction in position space Ψ(R, t) = Ψ0(R, t)

2. Fourier transformation Ψ̃(p, t) = F (Ψ(R, t))

3. Propagate Ψ̃(p, t)→ e−iT∆t/(2~)Ψ̃(p, t) in momentum space

4. Inverse Fourier transformation Ψ(R, t) = F−1
(
Ψ̃(p, t)

)
5. Find the unitary transformation U and calculate Vint

6. Transform Ψ(R, t)→ UΨ(R, t)

7. Propagate Ψ(R, t)→ e−iVint∆t/~Ψ(R, t) in position space

8. Transform back Ψ(R, t)→ U †Ψ(R, t)

9. Fourier transformation Ψ̃(p, t) = F (Ψ(R, t))

10. Propagate Ψ̃(p, t)→ e−iT∆t/(2~)Ψ̃(p, t) in momentum space

The steps 2-3 and 9-10 can be combined for successive time steps by directly propagating

a full time step Ψ̃(p, t)→ e−iT∆t/~Ψ̃(p, t) in order to reduce computational e�ort. This

is of course not possible for the very �rst and very last time step of the simulation.
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6. Results and Discussion

6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.1.: Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) Setup

For these experiments the 800 nm laser pulses from the Femtolaser system (see sec.

5.1) were guided into a Second-Harmonic-Generation-Kit (see �g. 6.1). A Galilean

Telescope reduces the original beam diameter of roughly 1 cm to 2 mm to �t and

e�ciently pump the nonlinear barium borate (BBO) crystal. After frequency doubling

(sec. 2.1.1) a dielectric beam splitter re�ects only the red light leaving through the 400

nm pulses, which are then focused into the ReMi (sec. 5.3). The λ/2-waveplate allows

for adjustment of the right laser polarization in the ReMi. Several measurements with

di�erent laser intensities have been performed over a time period of several months.

6.1.1. Electron-nuclear correlation

Dissociation

Fig. 6.2 shows the Joint-Energy-Spectrum (JES) of the kinetic energy release (KER)

vs. the electron energy for the dissociation channel. Here the kinetic energy release

is approximated to be 2EH+ since in the molecular center of mass system the nuclear

kinetic energy is equally shared between proton and hydrogen atom. Isolated stripes
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.2.: JES of the dissociation pathway for a laser intensity of 8 · 1013W/cm2. The
signi�cance of the dashed black lines are explained in the course of this
section on page 94.

show up. They are all spaced with the photon energy of roughly 3.1eV. The slope of

the stripes is -1. This data reproduces well the �ndings by Wu et al. [66] that were

already presented in �g. 4.5 for the case of linear polarization. The dissociation limit

of molecular hydrogen is 18.08 eV according to Sharp [80, p. 125]. A photon with

400 nm central wavelength has an energy of 3.1 eV. So the minimum required photon

number for dissociation is 6. Thus the �rst visible JES-signal at around 0 eV electron

and nuclear kinetic energy corresponds to an absorption of 6 photons in total. Every

further conservation line corresponds to one additional photon.

Double ionization

Also in Double Ionization the conservation lines are visible in the JES (�g. 6.3) as

previously found by [68] in �g. 4.6. Since the double ionization energy of molecular

hydrogen is 31.67 eV [80, p. 125] the �rst stripe with a total sum energy of ΣEe+ΣEi ≈ 3

eV corresponds to an absorption of 11 photons in total.
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.3.: JES of the double ionization events. Clear conservation lines with slope -1
show up. For better visibility the separation between those lines is marked in
red. The one-dimensional projections show the distributions of sum kinetic
energies of electrons and ions separately.

Fig. 6.4 shows the electron momentum distribution for each of the di�erent conser-

vation lines from �g. 6.3. These plots describe the photoelectron angular distribution

(PAD) because the angle between an arbitrary point in the 2d-plot and the x-axis is

precisely the angle between the ejected electron with respect to the laser polarization.

It gets clear that with every further absorbed photon an additional ring appears in

the momentum distribution because it gets possible to reach the next ATI-peak. For

each of these rings the number of angular peaks in the respective ring increases by one.

This means that the maximum angular momentum of the ejected electrons increases by

one (see sec. 3.5). Unfortunately the statistics of double ionization events is too low to

retrieve highly resolved photon-number-selective momentum distributions from �g. 6.4.

In the case of dissociative ionization the number of electrons can be directly retrieved

from the electron momentum distribution because every conservation line in �g. 6.2 can

be clearly assigned to exactly one ATI-peak in the electron energy spectrum. This is

not possible anymore for the double ionization channel in �g. 6.4. Therefore the JES
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.4.: Photon-number-selective electron momentum distributions for H2 double
ionization. The momentum components parallel and perpendicular to the
laser polarization are shown.

is essential for recovering the number of absorbed photons. Moreover the COLTRIMS

technique is the only method that allows photon-number-selective analysis of the ion and

electron momentum distributions in double ionization because the coincident detection

is crucial for the observation of conservation lines.

6.1.2. Singly-excited Rydberg states in bound and dissociative

ionization

Fig. 6.5 shows the energy electron spectra for bound and dissociative ionization at

200Hz ion count rate. As described in sec. 4.1 the Two Step Mechanism implies that

the quantum mechanical observables from the emitted electron in bound and dissociative

ionization should be exactly the same, which is obviously not the case.

In order to understand where the di�erence comes from, we �rst try to explain the

spectrum for bound ionization. Three clear peaks around 2 eV appear. These can also be

seen at the next ATI peak at around 5.5 eV. The same observation was previously made
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.5.: Electron energy spectra of the bound and dissociative channels. The black
dashed vertical lines indicate the hydrogenic Rydberg series for n=3,4,5,6.
The bottom plot has a logarithmically scaled y-axis.

and explained by Schellhammer [12] (�g 6.6). At the intensity of 4.5− 12× 1013 W/cm2

there is a dominant resonance peak at 2.3 eV surrounded by two smaller ones at 2 and

2.5eV. According to Schellhammer the peaks at 2.3 and 2.5 eV �t exactly to the Rydberg

series Ry
n2 with n = 4, 5. Schellhammer [12] also gives a comprehensive explanation on

the bound ionization mechanism that creates the above Rydberg peaks. The process

starts from the neutral H2 ground state. Via resonant absorption of 5 photons Rydberg
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.6.: Experiment, results and �gure by Schellhammer [12]. Electron energy spec-
tra of Bound Ionization of H2 using 100fs linearly polarized pulses with
394nm central wavelength and di�erent laser intensities. Electrons were im-
aged via Velocity Map Imaging. The Rydberg resonance peaks are identi�ed
as indicated by the vertical lines. At 1.5·1013 W/cm2 a contribution from
vibrational states of the H+

2 1sσg state (v
+ = 0) is visible.

states can be accessed. As �g. 6.7 shows, the potential energy curves of singly excited H2

Rydberg states run almost parallel to the H+
2 ground state curve. Thus the vibrational

eigenenergies and eigenstates of the singly excited H2 Rydberg states are almost identical

to the ones of the 1sσg H
+
2 state. Let us consider an electronic transition from a Rydberg

state to the 1sσg H+
2 state. Due to the great similarity between the potential energy

curves the Franck-Condon factors, that describe the overlap integral between vibrational

wavefunctions of the initial and �nal electronic states, are biggest for transitions that

do not change the vibrational quantum number. So the most probable transitions will

leave the vibrational state and quantum number unchanged. Consequently the kinetic

energy Ee of the emitted electron will essentially depend only on the principal quantum
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

number n of the singly excited Rydberg state and the photon energy Eγ:

Ee = Eγ −
Ry

n2

The entire process, as explained above, is known as resonant-enhanced multiphoton

Figure 6.7.: Potential energy curves for the H+
2 1sσg ground state, the 2pσu curve and

singly excited H2 Rydberg states (n=3,4,5,6). The photon transitions are
shown via arrows (light blue or pink) with an energy of 3.1 eV (400nm).
There are two possible ionization pathways how to get from a Rydberg state
(here n=4 for example) to the 2pσu curve. Path (1) uses the 1sσg state as
an intermediate step, whereas path (2) does not involve an intermediate
state. The �rst transition of path (1) happens most likely if the vibrational
quantum number does not change ∆ν = 0 (see text for explanation).

ionization (REMPI) (see 3.3). First a resonant transition to a singly-excited Rydberg

state takes place, followed by an ionization to the continuum. In �g. 6.5 the indicated

Rydberg series �ts good for the quantum numbers n=3,4,5,6. As a conclusion, also the

singly excited H2 Rydberg states have to be included when modeling bound ionization.
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6. Results and Discussion

Fig. 6.8 shows the electron energy spectra of bound ionization events for di�erent

laser intensities. The data are in agreement with the experiments by Schellhammer [12]

shown in �g. 6.6. The entire spectra shift for increasing laser intensity because the pon-

deromotive electron energy increases, which shifts the measured kinetic electron energy

towards smaller values. The relative dominance of the n=4 peak compared to the overall

spectrum is biggest for the orange spectrum (I ≈ 8 · 10
3
W/cm2). At roughly this inten-

sity resonance between the H2 ground state and the n=4 Rydberg state is ful�lled best

among all the measurements. Schellhammer [12, p. 58] plots the ponderomotive shift

of the n=4 Rydberg state as a function of the laser intensity according to the relation

Up = 2e2

4cε0me(hc)2
Iλ2. For a wavelength of 394 nm the 5-photon resonance between the H2

vibrational ground state and the n=4 singly excited Rydberg state is ful�lled at approx-

imately 8 · 1013W/cm2. This is the estimated intensity for the orange spectrum. The

intensity of the blue curve is believed to be slightly below this value. This estimation �ts

to the experimental conditions as reported in the measurements by Wu et al. [66] and Lu

et al. [68]. For all the other curves from �g. 6.8 the intensity values cannot be estimated

accurately. However, the intensity order of the di�erent measurements is inferred from

the average ionization count rates during the performance of the measurements.

Schellhammer [12, sec. 5.3] discusses possible intermediate states in the process of

bound ionization. His electron energy spectra for ionization with femtosecond pulses

with a duration of 100 fs and central wavelengths of 389-405 nm clearly show evidence

that bound ionization happens via a resonant 5-photon transition to the H+
2 1sσg . Dom-

inating contributions from this state are seen for laser intensities up to 1.5 · 1013W/cm2

at 394nm [12, pp. 59-60]. For higher intensities this channel closes due to the in�uence of

the ponderomotive shift. The energy of �ve photons is no longer enough for exciting the

H+
2 ground state. Also the Rydberg peaks get weaker as the intensity increases because

they are shifted out of resonance. Due to the fact that in this thesis the laser pulses are

shorter than the ones used by Schellhammer [12], the vibrational states at low electron

energies can not be resolved accurately. But clearly in this region there is a signi�cant

increase in electron counts that grows weaker for higher laser intensities.

Only the most prominant resonance for n=4 can also be seen in the dissociation

channel (�g. 6.5). If we repeat the plot from �g 6.2 for di�erent KER regions, it

is possible to see the same Rydberg resonances as observed for bound ionization (see

�g. 6.9). Due to the shape of the dissociative potential energy curve the electron

energy resolution signi�cantly increases for bigger internuclear distances or lower KER,

respectively. This is why it should in principal be possible to observe the Rydberg
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.8.: Electron energy spectra of bound ionization for di�erent intensities. The
dashed vertical lines locates the positions of the resonance peaks from singly
excited Rydberg states at the lowest intensity (blue curve). All the pre-
sented measurement results in this sec. 6.1.2 are associated to the orange
measurement at an intensity of 8 · 1013W/cm2.

resonances for the KER regions ranging between 0.2 to 0.8 eV. Unfortunately, we cannot

assure that the electrons, that cause the Rydberg peaks, really originate from dissociative

ionization since we cannot detect this ionization channel in coincidence (as explained in

sec. 5.3.4).

It can be seen that the resonance peak for n=6 is shifting to lower energy values when
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.9.: Electron energy spectra from dissociation for di�erent KER regions. These
plots are equivalent to di�erent KER slices from �g. 6.2 projected onto the
x axis. The black dashed lines are located at exactly the same positions like
in �g. 6.5 indicating the Rydberg resonances that are observed in bound
ionization.

the KER increases, which is due to energy conservation between the emitted electron,

the proton and the neutral hydrogen atom.

In �g. 6.2 there is a distinctive vertical line (marked as a black dashed line) between

0.8 and 1.55 eV KER at the n=4 Rydberg resonance which shows no dependence on

the KER. Nevertheless the signal is still within the broad conservation line width. Since

it is not possible to measure dissociation processes in complete coincidence due to the

neutral hydrogen atom, this vertical line might also well be produced by non-coincident

electrons that originate from bound ionization events.

The electron energy spectrum (�g. 6.5) and the JES (�g. 6.2) are by far not able to re-

veal a full picture of all the quantum mechanical pathways and their relative importance

towards dissociation because of di�erent reasons:
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

• The laser pulses are several tenths of fs long. Thus the photons have a certain

energy uncertainty ∆E. In order to overcome the ionization threshold ofH2 (15eV)

at least 5 photons à 3.14 eV (400nm) are required. So the energy uncertainty of n

photons adds up to
√
n∆E. This prohibits to perform high-resolution spectroscopy.

For this totally di�erent experimental methods are required that do not rely on

ultrashort laser pulses.

• Since the energy di�erences between the H+
2 1sσg and the singly-excited Rydberg

states are of comparable size as the energy uncertainty due the laser photon band-

width, dissociation via the H+
2 1sσg and the singly-excited Rydberg states happens

at the same KER- and electron energy regions, which makes comparison di�cult.

• Focal averaging is an e�ect, which cannot be prevented. Since the laser focus is

not a singular point with well-de�ned intensity but a spatial intensity distribution,

one can never perform measurements at exactly one intensity value. The AC-Stark

e�ect leads to shifts in the energy levels of the molecular target, which makes the

interpretation of the electron kinetic energy distributions more di�cult.

In order to get an idea which quantum mechanical pathways dominate in the dissociation

of H2, molecular dynamics simulations were performed, as explained in the next section.

6.1.3. Nuclear dynamics TDSE-simulation for dissociation

Ideally, a simulation of the H2 system should include nuclear and electronic motions

both alike in order to take into account electron-nuclear correlations. Baier, p. 36

makes very clear that numerically solving the full Schrödinger equation of a H+
2 molecule

in three dimensions without approximation is computationally impossible. The full

wavefunction involves 9 degrees of freedom. Assuming 100 grid points for each of these

degrees results in 1018 numbers for storing the wavefunction. Choosing the low-storage-

cost half-precision standard each number takes 16 Bytes, so in total a storage with

16 · 1018 Bytes would be required.

It's clear that the problem has to be simpli�ed appropriately. The Born-Oppenheimer

approximation manages to separate the nuclear and electronic motion in such a way, that

the internuclear distance becomes a parameter that determines the shape of the potential

seen by the nuclei (see sec. 2.4.1). Nevertheless solving the electronic Schrödinger

equation adequately is still a tough challenge because the electronic Hamiltonian exhibits

singularities which are computationally not manageable without softening and thereby
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changing the true potential. However, the nuclear motion can be modeled much easier

using the analytically solvable Morse Oscillator model.

A time-dependent nuclear Schrödinger equation solver, as described in sec. 5.4, was

implemented. The potential energy curves for the essential states were gathered from

the Morse Oscillator model (see sec. 2.4.1). The corresponding parameters can be found

in Sharp [80].

Testing the simulation software

In order to ensure that the simulation software works �awlessly a few quantum mechan-

ical problems with well known temporal evolutions where solved.

The easiest nuclear dynamics problem is a vibrational eigenstate in a Morse potential.

For the following test simulations we have chosen the Morse potential of the H+
2 1sσg

state as shown in �g. 6.10. If there is no electric �eld applied and the initial wavefunction

Figure 6.10.: Morse potential (blue), vibrational energy levels (grey dashed) and absolute
values squared of the eigenstate wavefunctions (red) for ν = 3, 5 of the H+

2

1sσg state.

is an eigenfunction of the Morse potential, then the simulation should not produce any

temporal evolution since it is a stationary state. In �g. 6.11 we show the temporal

evolution of the simulated nuclear dynamics starting from the vibrational state with
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

ν = 5 and no electric �eld. The simulation runs over a time period of 1000 au≈25 fs

Figure 6.11.: The color plot shows the absolute value squared of the wave function
|Ψ(R)|2. The simulation started with the wavefunction of the vibrational
state ν = 5 in the Morse potential of the H+

2 1sσg state like shown in �g.
6.10 without electric �eld.

and shows no temporal evolution, as expected.

Instead of choosing a pure stationary eigenstate of the Morse potential we can also

choose a superposition of eigenstates Ψ1(x, t0) and Ψ2(x, t0), which itself is not stationary

anymore. But since it's a linear superposition of the eigenstates each of them will aquire

a trivial phase shift e−iE1,2t/~, where E1,2 are the corresponding eigenenergies.

Ψ(x, t0) = Ψ1(x, t0) + Ψ2(x, t0)

−→ Ψ(x, t) = Ψ1(x, t0)e−iE1t/~ + Ψ2(x, t0)e−iE2t/~ .

Eliminating an overall phase of e−iE1t/~ yields

Ψ(x, t0) = Ψ1(x, t0) + Ψ2(x, t0)e−i(E2−E1)t/~ .

At time T , where (E2 − E1)t/~ = 2π, the wavefunction returns back to the initial

situation at t0. This is called the revival time. Fig. 6.12 shows a simulation that
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starts with a symmetric superposition of the ν = 3, 5 eigenstates. The corresponding

eigenenergies are E1 = 0.02812 au and E2 = 0.04384 au. Thus, the calculated revival

time T is 400 au, which agrees with the simulation.

Figure 6.12.: The color plot shows the absolute value squared of the wave function
|Ψ(R)|2. See text for further explanation. The expected revival time T
of 400 au can be reproduced accurately.

Singly-excited Rydberg states in dissociative ionization

In order to model the ionization and dissociation from singly-excited Rydberg states

according to the previously described numerical methods (sec. 5.4) several di�culties

appear.

Although the H2 is still one of the smallest and easiest molecules known to mankind,

it is already impossible to analytically solve its stationary Schrödinger equation. Ap-

proximation methods like molecular orbital theory are necessary to get an idea of the

H2 wavefunctions. If the desire is to model electron correlations, there is no way but

taking both electrons into account. In our case, however, we are interested in the nuclear

motion that is mediated by the electronic dipole transition element without caring about

electron correlations in particular.
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

The dipole transition element between the initial excited Rydberg and �nally disso-

ciated H++H state has to be calculated. For taking the emitted electron into account

continuum states have to be considered. In the easiest case free electron wavefunctions

in one dimension of the form Ψe(r, t) ∝ i(pr−Et)/~ are usually considered with the disper-

sion relation of a free particle E = p2

2m
. This however requires to simulate another grid

for the free electron momentum p. This computational extra e�ort is undesired here. In

addition we do not care about the simulated quantum mechanical observables from the

emitted electron since we have entirely excluded the electronic motion in our model. For

this reason we simply neglect the Rydberg electron. Thus, the electronic wavefunction

of the ground state electron in the singly excited Rydberg state is the wavefunction of

the H+
2 1sσg state.

Initial conditions In the experiment the H2 molecule is in its electronic and vibra-

tional ground state before the laser pulse arrives. When the laser strikes, the molecule

undergoes a transition to a higher electronic state. This transition is not simulated here.

We assume that this process takes place at such a speed that the nuclear wavefunction

barely changes and is simply left unchanged in the Rydberg state. So the initial wave-

function is taken to be the nuclear wavefunction of a ground state H2 Morse potential

with vibrational quantum number ν = 0.The actual transition, that we want to simulate,

is the one from the excited Rydberg (or bound H+
2 ) state to the dissociation curve. It is

assumed that this transition starts from the maximum �eld strength of the laser pulse.

This is the reason why in the following simulation the laser pulse starts at its intensity

maximum.

Basis states As already mentioned, the numeric simulation only focuses on the cou-

pling between a bound Rydberg (or the H+
2 1sσg) and the H+

2 2pσu state. Thus, the

vector Ψ(R, t) in eq. (5.9) has two components Ψ(R, t) = (Ψ1(R, t), Ψ2(R, t)) that corre-

spond to the bound Rydberg (or the H+
2 1sσg) and the H+

2 2pσu state, respectively. The

dipole transition element D12(R) = D21(R) = E 〈2pσu| z |1sσg〉 is given by the coupling

between the H+
2 1sσg and 2pσu states, also for the Rydberg states, since the Rydberg

electron is neglected for the dipole transition. For the calculation of the R-dependent

coupling the LCAO-orbitals were used, which is in very good agreement with calculations

that include ab initio molecular orbitals [44, p. 100].

Simulated KER spectra Fig. 6.13 shows the KER distributions that result from the

one-photon-dissociation starting from singly excited H2 Rydberg states without involving
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(a) 20fs (b) 30fs

(c) 50fs (d) 70fs

Figure 6.13.: Simulated KER spectra of the dissociation starting from di�erent singly ex-
cited H2 Rydberg states or the H

+
2 1sσg curve for di�erent pulse durations.

A gaussian laser pulse with 400 nm central wavelength and peak intensity
of 1014 W/cm2 was used. Please note that the simulated spectra are all
normalized and do not give any information on the relative transition rates.

any intermediate transition (see path (2) in �g. 6.7). All KER spectra have a similar

shape which is due to the similarity of the potential energy curves. The peak positions

however vary. The nearer the bound state is to the unbound curve, the less photon

energy is necessary for dissociation. For a one-photon transition from the n=5 Rydberg

state it is thus possible to dissociate already at small internuclear distances, whereas

this is not possible for lower energy levels.

At small pulse durations the distributions are smooth, whereas for increasing dura-

tions distinctive peaks start to appear that decrease in distance with increasing KER.

By reducing the pulse duration the frequency bandwidth is increased according to the

uncertainty principle of the Fourier transformation. The photon energy is less precise

and so are the KER spectra because the energy uncertainty is bigger than the spacing
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

between adjacent vibrational states. For bigger pulse durations and thus smaller photon

energy uncertainty the individual vibrational resonances start to become visible.

Also, the peak positions are shifted to the right for lower pulse durations. If the pulse

duration is shorter than the typical vibrational period of the respective state, then it

will not be able to expand towards high internuclear distances before the laser pulse has

ended. Dissociation is only possible at lower R values, which consequently results in a

higher KER.

When comparing with the experiment, the KER distribution for n = 4 at 30 fs and

for n = 5 at 50 fs are most similar to the experimental data. However, the peak position

for the n = 5 KER is always larger than the experimental peak for all durations. For 30

fs the KER maximum of the n = 4 state coincides exactly with the experimental data.

Wu et al. [66] also simulated the KER distribution by means of a nuclear wave packet

TDSE solver. Unlike in this thesis they used only the H+
2 1sσg and 2pσu curves for

simulation. The theoretical and experimental data only agree with each other if the

Franck-Condon factors are shifted up by 0.8 eV. From the present calculation it can

be concluded that this shift could correspond to the dissociation threshold di�erence

between the most prominent n=4 resonance in bound ionization and the H+
2 electronic

ground state, which is (4πε0 · 42)−1 = 0.85 eV.

As a conclusion the simulation results match best to the experiment for the n = 4

H2 Rydberg state. Although the photoelectron spectrum was not simulated, it is still

possible to delimit the most important dissociation channel by comparing the ionic KER

distribution to a simple nuclear dynamics model. In addition this �nding agrees well

with the fact, that in Single Ionization the majority of the recorded electrons are also

coming from the n = 4 H2 Rydberg state. It shows, that it is not in general valid to

assume that dissociation happens only from the H+
2 1sσg state as described by the Two-

Step Mechanism. In fact, the direct transition from singly excited Rydberg states to the

H+
2 2pσu state plays the dominant role according to the results of this nuclear dynamics

TDSE simulation.

6.1.4. Electron emission asymmetry in multiphoton-dissociation

Since Dissociation is an ionization channel, that can not be detected in coincidence with

the ReMi, extreme caution has to be taken in deciding which detected events belong to

dissociation and which do not (see sec. 5.3.4). When analysing the asymmetry parameter

(�g. 2.12 on page 35) of electron emission in the molecular frame it is important to

exclude possible asymmetry sources from the detection scheme. Since the laser pulses
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are not CEP-stabilized and the pulse is long enough to cover several dozens of cycles,

no preferred ejection direction of the proton and electron is expected in the laboratory

frame.

In order to achieve a good momentum resolution in longitudinal direction a small

electric �eld should be chosen. On the other hand this consequently means that ions

with high enough transversal momentum can hit the spectrometer more easily because

they have enough time to move far away from the spectrometer axis before they arrive at

the ion detector. This limits the detection of protons as seen in �g. 6.14. The left plots

show all events that are associated to dissociative ionization according to sec. 5.3.4.

As can be seen from the projection on the p‖,H+-axis, there are more protons �ying

in positive than negative longitudinal momentum direction. In other words: Protons

that initially �y towards the ion detector are more likely detected than those that �y

away in opposite direction. This is because events with high transversal momentum in

x- or y-direction are more likely to hit the spectrometer if they propagate away from

the detector. It takes them more time to arrive at the detector compared to the other

case. In this additional time of �ight the ions move further away from the spectrometer

axis and can clip at the spectrometer more easily before being detected. After removing

the events with high transversal momenta (|px| < 3 au, |py| < 3 au) the asymmetry

between protons �ying in direction of and away from the ion detector can be removed

successfully, as can be seen from the right plots.

Fig. 6.15 shows the asymmetry parameter of the proton with respect to the spectrom-

eter/polarization axis. It shows that for KER<1.625 eV no signi�cant asymmetry of the

proton emission in the laboratory frame can be reported, as expected. Bins in which the

count number is low are more noisy than bins on the conservation lines (see �g. 6.2).

In the same way the asymmetry parameter of the electron with respect to the spec-

trometer/polarization axis was plotted (�g. 6.16). There is a clear asymmetry in the

electrons that is negative for the ATI-peaks and positive in the regions of low count

numbers. In order to study the origin of this asymmetry, bound ionization events were

investigated in the following.

Since Bound Ionization (H2 → H+
2 +e−) can be detected in full momentum-coincidence

with the ReMi we can investigate more clearly whether the underlying electron asym-

metry, that was observed in �g. 6.16, can be attributed to an experimental error or to

a real physical e�ect. Fig. 6.17 shows the electron momentum distribution for bound

ionization. Obviously, the electron asymmetry from 6.16 shows up as well in �g. 6.17

a) and c). This asymmetry characteristic depends crucially on the selected momentum
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.14.: Detection limits for protons from dissociative ionization with high momen-
tum in x- or y-direction. In order to remove the signi�cant asymmetry
along p‖ in the laboratory frame the asymmetric regions for high px- and
py-momenta (|px| < 3 au, |py| < 5 au) had to be �ltered out for the analysis
of the asymmetry parameter. In the one-dimensional projection plots the
orange curve is the blue curve mirrored around 0 in order to visualize the
longitudinal asymmetry.

area. For low longitudinal momenta the oscillations in the asymmetry parameter are

still visible, whereas for low transversal momenta these oscillations clearly disappear.

This behavior strongly indicates that the electron asymmetry in the lab frame is mostly

caused by the reconstruction nodes at p‖ = −0.15au and p‖ = 0.5au. Whenever an

electron ful�lls an entire cyclotron period the denominator of eq. (5.8) runs into a sin-

gularity that leads to large computational errors around them. That's why especially

low-count-regions in the top right plot of �g. 6.17 can display large nonzero asymmetry

parameter values.

Could the emerging electron emission asymmetry be caused by residual 800 nm pho-
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.15.: Asymmetry parameter of the proton emission from dissociative ionization
with respect to the spectrometer/polarization axis. All momenta are given
in atomic units. The one-dimensional plots show the weighted-averaged
projection of the asymmetry parameter. The weights were taken from the
count numbers of the corresponding JES (analogous to �g. 6.2 but taking
into account the events selection from �g. 6.14.)

tons that were not �ltered out properly by the dielectric beam splitter? Often so-called

Two-Color-experiments are performed to generate asymmetric electric �elds [4, 82, 83]

that in�uence the emission directions of the proton and electron. Since �g. 6.17 shows

an asymmetry behavior that depends on the selection of the electron momenta a possible

in�uence of residual 800 nm photons can be excluded. If this was the case, sideband

structures should form in the middle of each ATI-peak, which can not be observed.

The discussion of experimental lab frame asymmetries is essential because they also

in�uence asymmetries with respect to emission angles in the molecular system. Fig.

6.18 shows the experimental asymmetry parameter A (eq. (2.18) on page 35) as a

function of the electron kinetic energy and the KER. The greyish contour lines indicate

the conservation lines from the JES in �g. 6.2. The blue curve is the weighted average

of the asymmetry parameter projected on the KER-axis and the red area describes
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.16.: Asymmetry parameter of the electron emission from dissociative ionization
with respect to the spectrometer/polarization axis.

the weighted standard deviation. As a weight the counts from �g. 6.2 in each two-

dimensional bin were chosen. The areas, which are o� the conservation lines, will hardly

contribute because their counts are negligible. Fig. 6.18 shows a clear pattern on the

conservation lines. This pattern has a zero crossing at 1.16eV (+0.22/− 0.1eV ).

In sec. 2.4.2 the origin of such an asymmetry is explained in detail. It arises from the

interference of two di�erent ionization pathways. In order to perform simulations on the

asymmetry it is necessary to identify these pathways. Since the KER- and total-energy-

spectra (KER+Ee, see �g. 6.2) show distributions at very low energies, the pathways

of interest must be restricted to direct- and one-photon-dissociation. However, from the

recorded data it is not possible to identify which exact electronic states contribute in

the one-photon-dissociation. It could be the 1sσg state as well as singly excited Rydberg

states, as they were observed in the process of bound ionization previously (�g. 6.5)

and simulated in dissociation in sec. 6.1.3. In order to determine the correct pathways

asymmetry simulations were performed for the di�erent possible electronic states of H2

and H+
2 . Fig. 6.19 shows the asymmetry parameter simulation using the direct and one-
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.17.: Asymmetry parameter of the electron emission with respect to the spec-
trometer/polarization axis as a function of the electron energy for Bound
Ionization at di�erent momentum selections. The upper graph always
shows the selected electron momenta. In the lower part the electron energy
spectra of the respective excerpt are presented.

photon-dissociation paths via di�erent electronic molecular states (see �g. 2.13 on page

36). In detail the direct dissociation always happens via the H+
2 1sσg curve, whereas

for the one-photon-absorption di�erent initial states were chosen (H+
2 1sσg and bound

singly excited Rydberg states). The used photon energy is 3.14 eV according to the

ATI-peak distance from �g. 6.5 and the conservation line distance in �g. 6.2. The

laser spectrum was asummed to be the frequency-doubled spectrum of the measured

Ti:Sa-laser spectrum in �g 5.3 on page 58. In addition the Franck-Condon factors, as

shown in �g. 2.11 on page 29, are included in the simulation. They are used for the H+
2

1sσg as well as for the Rydberg states since the potential shape and its o�set along the

axis of the internuclear distance basically do not change. In total the molecule always

absorbs 7 photons in the simulation, which corresponds to the �rst fully visible line in

�g. 6.2. The simulation error due to the �nite laser bandwidth is negligible compared to

the 1σ-error of the experimental data. For easier readability the simulative error is not

shown here. Only in case of a well-de�ned number of absorbed photons the semiclassical

WKB-theory from section 2.4.2 can be used. Otherwise, symmetry considerations for

the emitted electron wave functions do not hold any longer.

The simulations for the singly-excited Rydberg states n=4-6 are in good qualitative

agreement with the experimental trend within the 1σ-error. The asymmetry is negative

for KERs below 1.25eV and rises for higher KER, where it stays positive. Within the
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Figure 6.18.: Here the assymetry parameter A in the molecular frame of the dissocia-
tive ionization of H2 as de�ned in eq. (2.18) is plotted as a function of
the electron kinetic energy Ee and twice the proton kinetic energy (which
approximates the kinetic energy release of proton and neutral hydrogen
atom). On the right the projection of the experimental asymmetry param-
eter onto the y-axis is shown (see text for detailed explanation).

KER region of 0.6-1.5eV the trend and slope of the experimental and theoretical data

are in very good agreement. ∆ξ is the free parameter that describes the electron phase

di�erence (see sec. 2.4.2 on page 38) and was chosen such, that the simulated curves �t

best to the experimental asymmetry parameter.

The asymmetry distribution extends towards higher KER-values if the principal quan-

tum number n rises and vice versa. The positive peak position �ts best for the cases

n= 4, 5. However, the di�erences between the di�erent Rydberg states is only very small.

For n= 3 the simulation agrees very well in the KER-range from 0.5-1.25eV. The n=3

Rydberg state is signi�cantly further away from the 2pσu curve then n= 4. Thus, the

KER distribution contributes at smaller KER values, as can also be seen from the KER-

simulations in �g. 6.13. However, the fast oscillating signature below 0.5eV can neither

be veri�ed nor falsi�ed in the experiment due to a lack of statistics in this area.
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6. Results and Discussion

All in all, the n= 4 simulation curve �ts best to the experimental data in the range

between 0.6 and 1.5 eV where the experimental statistics is best. Therefore it is believed

that this state plays an important - if not the most important - part in the electron

localization asymmetry of the dissociation process. This also agrees well with the �ndings

from the KER simulations in sec. 6.1.3 because the simulated KER distributions �t best

to the n=4 and n=5 Rydberg states.

The simulation is not able to reproduce the experimental asymmetry amplitude cor-

rectly because it assumes a symmetric superposition of the two ionization pathways with

equal weightings. In order to improve this aspect a fully quantum mechanical simulation

would be necessary [44, p. 67].

Figure 6.19.: WKB-Simulations of the asymmetry parameter for interference between
direct dissociation via the 1sσg-state and one-photon-dissociation via a
singly-excited Rydberg or the 1sσg-state (see labels). For comparison the
experimental KER behavior from 6.18 was plotted again. ∆ξ is the elec-
tronic phase (see sec. 2.4.2 on page 38) that serves as a free parameter. It
was chosen such that every curve �ts best to the experimental data. All
simulated curves are scaled with the factor 0.2 for better comparison with
the experiment.
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6.1. 400 nm single-pulse ionization

Direct dissociation to the 1sσg state is known to happen at low KER for XUV-single-

photon experiments because of small Franck-Condon overlapping in the high KER re-

gion. To our knowledge direct dissociation with KER>1 eV was not reported yet for

single- and multi-photon dissociation experiments[84]. In case of multiphoton ionization,

intermediate excited states are known to play important roles [12, sec. 5.3]. For these

reasons it is advisable to look for other pathways beside direct dissociation that might

contribute to the observed asymmetry behavior.

The net-two-photon-absorption as shown in �g. 6.20 plays a crucial role in the double

ionization of H2 using 400 nm photons with a pulse duration of 60 fs according to Lu

et al. [68]. Fig. 6.20 visualizes the process in detail. Three photons are absorbed to

go from the 1sσg to the 2pσu state of the singly ionized H+
2 cation. After some time

when the vibrational wave packet has rolled down the potential curve a 400 nm photon

is emitted and the system falls back to the 1sσg state. The aquired kinetic energy is

su�cient to overcome the remaining potential barrier and the molecule dissociates. A

straightforward calculation assuming resonant coupling between the two potential curves

yields a KER value of at least 3.6 eV (photon energy: 3.14 eV) for the net-two-photon

dissociation, which is beyond our observations.

Figure 6.20.: Dissociation pathway of the net-two-photon process. Due to the di�erent
parity of the 1sσg and the 2pσu states coupling between them is only dipole-
allowed for an odd number of absorbed photons. If however another photon
is released via stimulated emission after that, the net-photon-absorption
sums up to two photons in the end.

Fischer et al. [10] reports about an electron localization asymmetry that is caused

by an interference between the 2pσu and a doubly excited Q1 state when using an
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6. Results and Discussion

XUV photon for ionization. Fig. 6.21 shows the asymmetry parameter values of this

simulation. It becomes clear that this asymmetry pattern is not the one we see in the

(a) Pathways that were used to simulate the
asymmetry in Fischer et al. [10]. Figure
taken from [44].

(b) Simulated asymmetry parameter. Figure
taken from [44].

(c) Same simulation as (b) but extended to
lower KERs.

Figure 6.21.: Asymmetry parameter for the interference of 2pσu and the lowest Q1 state.

experimental data of this work. Moreover doubly excited states lead to much higher

KER values up to 10eV and more. Thus, this ionization dynamics does not play any

role for the case of multiphoton ionization experiments with 400 nm central wavelength.

As a conclusion, the comparison between the simulation and the experimental data

of the asymmetry parameter, as shown in �g. 6.18 and 6.19, strongly indicates that the

observed asymmetry behaviour as a function of the KER in dissociation is exclusively

caused by the interference of the direct and one-photon-dissociation pathways via the

H+
2 1sσg and the underlying H2 singly excited Rydberg states. Contributions from the

net-two-photon path and the unbound Q1 curve could be excluded. This �nding is in
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6.2. First pump-probe experiment with the pulse shaper

agreement with the observation of Rydberg resonance peaks in bound ionization (�g.

6.5) and the nuclear dynamics simulations from sec. 6.1.3.

6.2. First pump-probe experiment with the pulse

shaper

After we have discussed the role of singly-excited Rydberg states in the previous section it

is plausible to ask how ionization processes via di�erent pathways can be controlled with

the help of laser pulses. Strong-�eld coherent control of photodissociation dynamics was

already reported in calculations and experiments with e.g. IBr molecules [85�87]. Nowa-

days VMI spectrometers are most often used in connection with pulse shapers because

they allow fast measurements of electron and ion momentum distributions. Kerbstadt

et al. [88] and Pengel et al. [89] imaged electron vortices from femtosecond multiphoton

ionization with a VMI and demonstrate coherent control of quantum processes. However

this imaging technique does not allow coincident measurements. Therefore the following

section reports about a �rst successful try to combine a pulse shaper with a ReMi.

Fig. 6.22 describes the experimental setup. At �rst the laser beam diameter from

the Ti:Sa laser is roughly halved from 10 to 5 mm. The polarization axis of the 30

fs pulses is turned via a λ/2-waveplate until the polarization is perpendicular to the

laser table. This ensures equal intensity of the pump- and probe-pulse because the

SLM-module of the pulse-shaper consists of two phase-retarding displays that address

polarization-components, which are each ±45◦ o� the table normal (see �g. 2.10 on page

18). Before the pulse-shaper is used for generating a pump-probe scheme the incoming

pulse is compressed as described in sec. 5.2.4. After the phase-shaping is completed

the resulting electric �eld consists of two identical laser pulses that are separated by a

time-delay τ . The polarization of these two linearly polarized pulses is ±45◦ compared

to the table normal. For tuning the relative orientation of the two orthogonal pulses in

the ReMi a second λ/2-waveplate was used to match the polarization directions of both

pulses with the y- and z-axes in the ReMi (see �g, 5.14). In order to perform a pump-

probe experiment with our pulse shaper device it is necessary to �nd out the proper

frequency-dependent phase shift function ∆φ(ω), that has to be applied to get an exact

but delayed copy of the original pulse (see sec. 2.3). The two orthogonal polarization

components can be shaped independently. Display A does not introduce any phase shifts

at all: ∆φA(ω) = 0. Display B delays its polarization component in time. The temporal

delay of a pulse is given by the group velocity (see (2.3) on 14). Consequently display
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.22.: Pump-Probe experiment using the phase shaper setup as described in sec.
5.2. Since the spectral width of the femtosecond laser pulses from the Ti:Sa-
laser is not very broad gratings with a line spacing of a= 6.6 ·10−4mm were
chosen. Please note that this is merely a sketch that does not describe
the polarization states of the two pulses adequately. The initial linear
polarization vector of the incoming pulse is perpendicular to the laser table.
The polarization vectors of the outgoing pulses are orthogonal to each
other, each ±45◦ o� the table normal.

B has to provide a linear phase function ∆φB(ω) = τ(ω−ω0), where τ = ∂φ
∂ω

is the time

delay and ω0 is the central angular frequency of the laser spectrum. This phase function

is changed every 500 ms in steps of ∆τ = 0.5 fs. It has to be mentioned that this phase

shift is not equivalent to the phase shift ∆φMZ = τω, that is introduced in a Mach-

Zehnder interferometer. The di�erence is, that the Mach-Zehnder interferometer shifts

the carrier �elds of both pulses with respect to each other leading to constructive and

destructive interference, whereas the pulse-shaper phase function ∆φB(ω) = τ(ω − ω0)

shifts the envelopes with respect to each other leaving the carrier-phase relation between

the both pulses unchanged. For this reason the latter case always leads to constructive

interference at any time-delay.

In order to investigate the state of polarization of the electric �eld it is advisable to

look at the ion momentum distribution from dissociative ionization and the electron

momentum distributions of bound ionization. In both cases the preferred particle emis-

sion direction is along the laser polarization [65, 90]. Fig. 6.23 shows the two charged

particle momenta distributions in form of 2-dimensional color plots along every possible

combination of cartesian momentum components. As a reminder (see �g. 5.14 on page

73): The laser propagates along the x-ayis, the gas-jet along the y-axis and p‖ is the

direction of the spectrometer axis (z-axis). The fact, that the above momentum distri-

butions show a cross in the y-z-plane, proofs that pump- and probe-pulses are oriented
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6.2. First pump-probe experiment with the pulse shaper

(a) H+ ion momentum distribution from dissociative ionization.

(b) Electron momentum distribution from bound ionization.

Figure 6.23.: Ion and momentum distributions that indicate the polarization directions
of pump and probe pulse. All presented momentum distributions are inte-
grated over all time-delays from -600 to 600 fs.

perpendicularly to each other along the y- and z-axes in the non-overlapping time-delay

region.

Characterization of femtosecond laser pulses is usually performed with a second-order

autocorrelation measurement. However, the multiphoton-ionisation process in the ReMi

can also serve as a rough estimation of the pulse duration. Fig. 6.24 shows the count

number of detected bound ionization events as a function of the time delay. There

is a clear region around 0 fs at which the two pulses overlap and interfere with each

other. This leads to the typical autocorrelation envelope. The FWHM is around 60

fs and serves as a good indicator for the magnitude of the pulse duration. In addition
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.24.: Histogram of the counts as a function of the time delay for bound ionization.

the autocorrelation trace shows that the carrier phase relation between both pulses is

independent of the time-delay. If it was not, then the polarization of the laser �eld in the

overlapping region would turn from linear over elliptical to circular and back again since

the two pulses are oriented perpendicular to each other (see �g. 6.25). This would lead to

a decrease in counts as soon as the polarization becomes elliptical or circular because of a

decrease in electric �eld strength amplitude compared to the case of linear polarization.

In order to proof the constant carrier-phase relation �g. 6.26 shows the measured state

of polarization of the electric �eld in the overlapping time-delay region from -20 to 27

fs. Here the protons from dissociative ionization and electrons from bound ionization

are not emitted like a cross but along the 45◦ diagonal, which shows that the laser

polarization is linear in the overlap region, as expected from two orthogonal, delayed

pulses with a relative carrier-phase o�set of 0 (see �g. 6.25).

As a proof, that the setup from �g. 6.22 is working properly, the goal was to re-

produce former Mach-Zehnder pump-probe measurements by Mi et al. [91]. In this

experiment the same Ti:Sa-laser was used but instead of a pulse-shaper a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer delays one pulse with respect to the other. In addition a λ/2-waveplate

is implemented in one of the interferometer arms to achieve orthogonal polarizations

between the two pulses. The results are shown in �g. 6.27. Here positive time-delay

means that the more intense probe pulse (I = 4·1014W/cm2) comes �rst. The less intense

pump pulse (I = 1 · 1014W/cm2) follows afterwards. Two prominent ionization channels

are visible - the net-two-photon-absorption, called Above-Threshold-Dissociation (ATD)
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6.2. First pump-probe experiment with the pulse shaper

Figure 6.25.: State of polarization for the di�erent phase shaping functions ∆φB(ω) =
τ(ω− ω0) and ∆φMZ = τω. The left plots show the temporal pulse pro�le
of the pump along the x-axis in blue and the probe along the y-axis in
orange. The laser propagates along the z-axis. The right plots show the
projection of the total electric �eld in the x-y-plane integrated over time.

in the �gure, and the charge-resonance enhanced ionization, called enhanced ionization

(EI) in the �gure. Mi et al. [91] was able to observe two oscillation frequencies at 10.6

and 17.6 THz (�g. 6.27 (b)). These agree well with the rotational transitions J : 0→ 2

and J : 1→ 3 in the electronic ground state of H2.
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.26.: Momentum distributions in the time-delay overlap region from -20 to 27
fs. The emission direction and thus the linear polarization is roughly 45◦

o� the y- and z-axes, as expected.

For negative time-delays a clear oscillation with a period of roughly 100 fs is visible

in �g 6.24. Further investigation of the dissociative and double ionization channels from

the pulse shaper experiment show the same oscillatory behavior (�g. 6.28). It gets clear

that we are able to observe the same ionization channels as Mi et al. [91]. The Fourier

analysis of a properly chosen excerpt from the time-dependent oscillating signals shows

that the inherent frequencies range between 10-15 THz (see �g. 6.29). This �nding �ts to

the observation by Mi et al. [91]. Unfortunately the oscillation is by far not as clear as in

the Mach-Zehnder experiment. This can be due to several reasons. The intensity ratios

between the pulse-shaper- and Mach-Zehnder-experiment di�er signi�cantly. Here the

laser polarization of the pulses going into the pulse-shaper was aligned perpendicular to

the laser table such that a symmetric vectorial decomposition into the ±45◦-components

is achieved leading to an estimated intensity ratio of ≈ 1. The fact, that it is not possible

to block only one of the pulses in the shaper-setup, is a clear drawback compared to

experiments with a Mach-Zehnder-interferometer. For this reason no intensity value can

be given. Mi et al. [91] used an intensity ratio of 4 between pump and probe pulse. In

principal it is possible to tune the intensity ratio by turning the waveplate in front of the

SLM module through the angle α = arctan
(√

Iprobe/Ipump

)
− π/4. However, it is hard

to properly reproduce desired intensities because there is no reliable method to measure

them accurately, since it is not possible to block only one of the pulses.

The KER distributions from �g. 6.28 di�er from those in �g. 6.27 in one aspect.

The EI- or CREI-channel at high KER values (3-8 eV) is much weaker in the pulse-
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6.2. First pump-probe experiment with the pulse shaper

Figure 6.27.: Rotational wavepackets in dissociation and double ionization of H2. (a):
Counts of H+-ions as a function of the time-delay and the KER. At KERs
from 0-2 eV Above-Threshold-Dissociation (ATD) takes place while charge-
resonance enhanced ionization (CREI or EI) results in a KER between 3-8.5
eV. (b): shows the KER-integrated oscillation signal of the two aforemen-
tioned channels as a function of the time-delay. (c): Fourier transform of
the measured signals from �g. (b) in order to determine the underlying
frequencies of the visible oscillation. The two frequencies found are used
to �t a superposition of two cosine-functions to the data in (b). (d): Ex-
planation of the measured KER spectrum and the underlying ionization
channels.

shaper measurement relative to the ATD-channel in comparison with the Mach-Zehnder

measurement. This is due to the high intensity of the probe pulse in the Mach-Zehnder

experiment. Its intensity is su�ciently high to e�ciently doubly-ionize the H2 target

without the need of the following pump pulse. Consequently the pulse duration limits

the time that the singly ionized H+
2 ion has to expand its internuclear distance before it

�nally undergoes Coulomb-explosion at the moment of second ionization. This leads to

a high KER value. In contrast to this, the e�ect of the weaker pump pulse on the last

ionization towards Coulomb-explosion (see step (3) in �g. 6.27 (d)) is rather small. Thus

the chance, that this step happens at huge internuclear distances leading to practically

no gain in KER, is much smaller as compared to the pulse-shaper measurement, where

the intensity of both pulses is smaller than the probe pulse used by Mi et al. [91]. This is
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6. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.28.: Number of detected H+ fragments from Dissociative and Double Ionization
as a function of the the time-delay and KER. In addition the projection
of the 2d-image on the x- and y-axis are plotted for the two channels indi-
vidually. All projection plots were normalized to 1 for better visualization
and do not represent the relative yields. BS stands for Bond-Softening.

exactly what can be seen in �g. 6.28. Here most of the double ionization events happen

at large internuclear distances when the second pulse arrives, which leads to KER values

that are comparable to those of the ATD because the ions do not gain a lot of additional

kinetic energy during the second ionization step.

Mi et al. [91] reports 25 fs long laser pulses. The duration is retrieved from the

FWHM of the autocorrelation trace that was recorded with the ReMi. In our pulse-

shaper experiment the FWHM is roughly 60 fs and thus signi�cantly bigger, which

worsens the temporal resolution, as can be clearly seen from �g. 6.29 compared to �g.

6.27 (b) and (c). Obviously the compressed pulses after the phase shaper are longer

than the pulses that leave the compressor module of the Ti:Sa laser (see 5.3 on page 58),

although it is expected to obtain at least the same pulse duration as measured after the

compressor unit.
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6.2. First pump-probe experiment with the pulse shaper

Figure 6.29.: Left: Excerpt from the autocorrelation trace for all ionization channels
separately at negative time delays. At �rst glance the evident oscillation
has a period of around 100 fs. Right: The Fourier Transform of the signals
in the left plot makes clear that the observed oscillation frequencies range
between 10-15 THz.

As a conclusion it is possible to generate a pump-probe scheme with the phase-shaper

setup. First results show that previous Mach-Zehnder experiments with the same Ti:Sa

laser setup can be reproduced in general. Nevertheless the pulse compression using the

GDD-TOD scanning software (see sec. 5.2.4) does not yet deliver short enough pulses

as would be expected. The reason for this is still under investigation. In the following a

couple of possible reasons are given and solutions are proposed:

1. The power e�ciency of the pulse shaper, meaning the ratio between ingoing and

outgoing average power, depends mainly on the correct alignment of the two holo-

graphic gratings with respect to the incident laser beam. Only the �rst di�raction

order is the most powerful one, that spectrally decomposes the beam. The power

e�ciency as a function of the wavelength is governed by the incidence angle. Even

slight changes in this angle can favor the power e�ciency of slightly di�erent wave-

lengths. The holographic gratings that are used here are manufactured such, that

the central wavelength is most e�ectively di�racted at a given angle of 10.8◦. In

order to optimize this angle in the setup a power meter can be used to measure

the power of the �rst di�raction order.
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2. It is of crucial importance that all the frequency components, that are split up with

the �rst holographic grating, are perfectly recombined with the second holographic

grating to form an outoing collimated laser beam. The outgoing divergence was

properly checked by measuring the beam diameter directly after the pulse shaper

and before the ReMi, which amounts to a distance of roughly 5 m. The beam

diameter was measured using a ruler with mm-scale. It was found that the diameter

stays constant over the distance of 5 m within a measurement error of 1mm. The

spatial overlap of all the frequency components is more di�cult to achieve. Using

an IR-viewing card allows to make all wavelengths above 780 nm visible. We call

this the red part of the spectrum while spectral components smaller than 780 nm

are called the blue part. By changing from a normal white paper to the IR-viewing

card it is possible to distinguish the spatial positions of the red and blue parts of

the spectrum right after the pulse shaper and in front of the ReMi. In addition

a paper can be slided through the Fourier plane. If the spectral components are

recombined perfectly than only the power of the outgoing laser beam changes but

not the spatial pro�le.

3. If the focal plane of the splitted beam does not coincide with the location of the

SLM-displays, then this can worsen the wavelength resolution of the applied phase

shift. Therefore special care has been taken to obey the 4f setup by measuring the

according distances with a mm-scale ruler. As Kerbstadt [19, p. 137] points out,

it is hard to determine the focus of the cylindrical mirrors because their long focal

length produces a long rayleigh length of the focused beam.

4. Despite the careful setup and alignment of the pulse shaper it happens, that the

outgoing pulses are not short/intense enough to ionize air when focused. In this

case the distances of the 4f geometry are slightly adjusted until an increase in

ionization can be detected. This of course can lead to the fact that the distances

between the di�erent optical components do not exactly �t to the 4f geometry

anymore. A better method is to �rst align the 4f setup without the SLM in the

beampath. Then the compressor module of the Ti:Sa laser is adjusted to produce

a laser pulse after the pulse shaper, that is as short as possible. The laser beam

is then coupled into the ReMi. Finally the additional dispersion due to the laser

propagation in air from the pulse shaper to the ReMi and through the laser window

of the ReMi is compensated using the GDD-TOD-Scanning software of the phase

shaper.
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Electron-nuclear energy sharing

We observed the energy sharing between ions and electrons for dissociative and double

ionization in form of energy conservation lines in the Joint-Energy-Spectrum. This allows

to distinguish between ionization processes with di�erent numbers of absorbed photons.

In the case of dissociative ionization the number of absorbed photons can directly be

deduced from the electron momentum distribution. For the double ionization channel

however the observation of distinct conservation lines in the Joint-Energy-Spectrum is

essential for knowing how many photons were absorbed. The ReMi is the only measure-

ment technique that allows photon-number-selective investigation of ion and electron

momentum distributions since currently it is the only available coincident and kinemat-

ically complete detection ion imaging method.

Singly excited Rydberg states and electron

localization asymmetry

The main part of this thesis focuses on the role of singly excited Rydberg states in

bound and dissociative ionization. Clear resonance peaks are observed in the electron

energy spectrum of bound ionization and unequivocally attributed to singly excited

Rydberg states (n=3,4,5,6). Thus, similar previous results by Schellhammer [12] are

con�rmed. By scanning the laser intensity from low to high values we are able to shift

the n=4 peak in resonance and out again. This allows to give a good estimation of

the laser intensity which hits the resonance best. For very low KER values (0.2-0.8 eV)

the Rydberg resonances can also be observed experimentally for dissociative ionization.

To con�rm this observation nuclear dynamics TDSE simulations were performed. The

algorithm approximates the singly-excited Rydberg potential energy curves as H+
2 1sσg

states, which are slightly down-shifted in energy. The dipole coupling between the
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7. Summary and Outlook

Rydberg electron and the H+
2 2pσu continuum was completely neglected. The simulated

dissociation KER distributions for the di�erent Rydberg states showed, that the n=4

case �ts best to the experimental data, whereas the H+
2 1sσg state only plays a minor role.

Moreover, the �ndings explain why the simulations performed by Wu et al. [66] agree well

with the experimental data only if the Franck-Condon factor distribution is upshifted

by 0.8 eV. Furthermore, a KER-dependent change in the asymmetry parameter could

be observed in the experiment for dissociative ionization. Using a semiclassical WKB

model by Palacios et al. [9] and Fischer et al. [10] to simulate the electron localization

asymmetry shows, that the observed asymmetry is caused by the singly-excited Rydberg

states and not the H+
2 1sσg state.

All in all, the performed measurements and simulations reveal that Rydberg states

play the dominant role in bound and dissociative ionization. Until now theoretical

models have mostly excluded additional states besides the H+
2 1sσg and 2pσu. The

present �ndings shed new light on the ionization of H2 and possibly also other diatomic

molecules. It shows that attention has to be paid to singly excited Rydberg states

for accurately modeling multiphoton ionization. When comparing with the �ndings

by Mi et al. [7], it seems as if the relative importance of the Rydberg states depends

on the photon energy. Therefore measurements at di�erent wavelengths are desirable.

Fechner [76, sec. 7.4] performed single-pulse ReMi measurements on H2 using an optical

parametric ampli�er (OPA) to tune the central wavelength from 470-1300 nm. The

�ndings clearly show very similar resonance peak structures in bound and dissociative

ionization as presented in this thesis. However, the data are not analyzed any further in

terms of nuclear-electron energy sharing and electron localization asymmetry. A review

of the data by Fechner [76, sec. 7.4] is strongly suggested and planned for the near

future. In order to extend the research towards laser wavelengths smaller than 400 nm,

a Third-Harmonic-Generation setup is planned.

Pump-probe pulse shaper experiments

In order to achieve optimal control over the laser �eld and enable kinematically complete

and coincident ion and electron imaging at the same time, a pulse shaper in 4f geometry

was put into operation for the �rst time. A pump-probe experiment was carried out.

The observed time-delay dependent dynamics shows the same behaviour as a previously

performed Mach-Zehnder pump-probe measurement by Mi et al. [91]. As a conclusion

the pulse-shaper setup is working correctly.
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In the future measurements with even shorter pulse durations will be carried out in

order to improve the temporal resolution of pump-probe-like experiments. For this a

hollow core �ber �lled with Argon will be implemented in front of the pulse shaper in

order to spectrally broaden the Ti:Sa pulse, so the pulse duration can be reduced be-

low 10 fs. Besides pump-probe experiments the pulse-shaper can be used to investigate

quantum dynamics in polarization-tailored intense �elds. This opens up new ways to

look into coherent control of quantum processes by using a ReMi. It allows for example

to investigate the electron localization asymmetry for di�erent electric �eld con�gura-

tions, such as pump-probe schemes or tailored single pulse �elds. Since the asymmetry

parameter can serve as a probe for determining the electronic states that contribute to

dissociative ionization processes, these kind of experiments might enable new insights

into the population control of di�erent states.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Derivation of electron time of �ight for

momentum reconstruction

Here we present how to derive eq. (5.7) from eq. (5.6).

te = te,d + te,a

=
me

eE

(√(pe,0,‖
eE

)2

+
2me

eE
a−

pe,0,‖
eE

)
+ pe,0,‖

d+

√(pe,0,‖
eE

)2

+
2me

eE
a−

pe,0,‖
eE

With E = U/a:

te =
ame

eU

√(pe,0,‖
eU

)2

a2 +
2me

eU
a2

d+

√(pe,0,‖
eU

)2

a2 +
2me

eU
a2 −

pe,0,‖
eU

a

=
/ame

/aeU

√(pe,0,‖
eU

)2

+
2me

eU

d+ a

(√(pe,0,‖
eU

)2

+
2me

eU
−
pe,0,‖
eU

)

=
me√

p2
e,0,‖ + 2meeU

d+ 2ame


√(

pe,0,‖
2meeU

)2

+
1

2meeU
−

pe,0,‖
2meeU︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

 (A.1)

Writing I as a single fraction yields

I =

√
p2
e,0,‖ + 2meeU − pe,0,‖

2meeU
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A. Appendix

I is of the form I =
√
a2+b−a
b

with a = pe,0,‖ and b = 2meeU . Expanding the fraction

with
√
a2 + b+ a results in

I =

(√
a2 + b− a

) (√
a2 + b+ a

)
b
(√

a2 + b+ a
)

=
/a+ /b − /a

/b
(√

a2 + b+ a
)

=
1(√

a2 + b+ a
) (A.2)

Inserting eq. (A.2) into eq. (A.1) leads to eq. (5.7).
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A.2. Derivation of the asymmetry parameter

A.2. Derivation of the asymmetry parameter

By exploiting all the equations on page x and substituting them in each other we can

simplify every of the two terms in eq. (2.20):

〈Ψf |Pα<90◦ |Ψf〉 =(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)(〈Σg|+ 〈Σu|)(〈σg|+ 〈σu|)

+ (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)(〈Σg| − 〈Σu|)(〈σg| − 〈σu|))

(c1 |Σu〉 |σg〉+ c2 |Σg〉 |σu〉)

=(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)(〈Σg|+ 〈Σu|)(c1 |Σu〉+ c2 |Σg〉)

+ (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)(〈Σg| − 〈Σu|)(c1 |Σu〉 − c2 |Σg〉))

=(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)(c1 + c2)

− (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)(c1 + c2))

=(c1 + c2)(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)

− (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉))

=(c1 + c2)

((c∗1 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈σu|)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)

− (c∗2 〈σu| − c∗1 〈σg|)(|σg〉 − |σu〉))

=2(c1 + c2)(c∗1 + c∗2)
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〈Ψf |Pα>90◦ |Ψf〉 =(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)(〈Σg|+ 〈Σu|)(〈σg| − 〈σu|)

+ (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)(〈Σg| − 〈Σu|)(〈σg|+ 〈σu|))

(c1 |Σu〉 |σg〉+ c2 |Σg〉 |σu〉)

=(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)(〈Σg|+ 〈Σu|)(c1 |Σu〉 − c2 |Σg〉)

+ (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)(〈Σg| − 〈Σu|)(c1 |Σu〉+ c2 |Σg〉))

=(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)(c1 − c2)

− (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉)(c1 − c2))

=(c1 − c2)(c∗1 〈Σu| 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈Σg| 〈σu|)

((|Σg〉+ |Σu〉)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)

− (|Σg〉 − |Σu〉)(|σg〉+ |σu〉))

=(c1 − c2)

((c∗1 〈σg|+ c∗2 〈σu|)(|σg〉 − |σu〉)

− (c∗2 〈σu| − c∗1 〈σg|)(|σg〉+ |σu〉))

=2(c1 − c2)(c∗1 − c∗2)

Finally we can calculate the asymmetry parameter:

A =
Nα>90◦ −Nα<90◦

Nα>90◦ +Nα<90◦

= −(c1 + c2)(c∗1 + c∗2)− (c1 − c2)(c∗1 − c∗2)

(c1 + c2)(c∗1 + c∗2) + (c1 − c2)(c∗1 − c∗2)

= −c1c
∗
2 + c2c

∗
1

c1c∗1 + c2c∗2

= − 2Re[c1c
∗
2]

|c1|2 + |c2|2
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